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Abstract 
 
This research project sought to extend experience in the experimental determination 
of aerodynamic forces through free-flight 1:9 model experiments of an integrated 
air-breathing hypersonic vehicle ScramSpace1, at the University of Southern 
Queensland hypersonic wind tunnel. Aerodynamic forces experienced by the model 
in Mach 6 flow of air of approximately 120 millisecond duration were measured 
directly using an on-board orientation sensor and indirectly through high speed video 
image analysis. 
Force components and hence aerodynamic coefficients are determined both from the 
directly measured acceleration and rotation of the model in six degrees of freedom, 
broadcast in real-time via an on-board Bluetooth modem, and indirectly via analysis 
of standard Z-configuration Schlieren image capture at 2000 frames per second.  
The project demonstrated the viability of free-flight experiments at TUSQ with real 
vehicle geometries and provides future researchers’ confidence on which to expand 
analysis of the current data set or develop their own free-flight experiments. The 
complexities of free-flight experiments with real vehicle geometries and subsequent 
analysis is discussed in light of the reasonable correlation between the ScramSpace 
team CFD predicted     range of        to      1 from   to    degrees angle of 
attack with the experimentally determined mean drag coefficient,           
   . 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Chapter overview 
The following chapter introduces the scope of the project otherwise referred to as the 
experimental campaign and explores the purpose of the present project, the 
background, what the project seeks to resolve and the organisational focus of the 
project. 
1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this project is to explore the capability of free-flight experiments 
conducted in the University of Southern Queensland hypersonic wind tunnel, 
designated TUSQ, in determining vehicle aerodynamic forces.  The project utilised a 
free-flying scaled model of a real integrated air-breathing hypersonic vehicle, 
ScramSpace1.  
Specifically, the project sought to experimentally determine the dimensionless drag 
coefficient (CD) of the ScramSpace vehicle through free-flight (without support or 
sting) of a 1:9 scaled model in hypersonic flow of air at approximately Mach 6. The 
aerodynamic forces were measured directly via an on-board orientation sensor 
measuring acceleration and rotation on all three axes, and indirectly from time-
displacement measurement of high speed digital videography images. 
Determining aerodynamic forces by use of a free-flying model eliminates the 
experimental error stemming from increased base pressure created by the presence of 
a support or sting within the flow. Measurement of the forces acting on a free-flying 
model is most representative of an actual vehicle in free flight.  Such aerodynamic 
force measurement on a vehicle with complex geometry will expand the techniques 
presently applied to standard geometries such as spheres, sharp and blunt cones, and 
hemispherical cylinders (Bernstein 1975; Beyers 1977; Dayman 1966; Laurence & 
Hornung 2009; Mudford et al. un-pub.; Naumann & Ende 1989; Naumann, Ende & 
Mathieu 1991; Robinson et al. 2004; Sahoo et al. 2005) to realistic applications in 
support of vehicle design and computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model validation. 
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1.3 Background 
The ScramSpace program received increased visibility in both the scientific 
community and popular media (Creedy 2012) as the flight experiment over the 
Andoya Rocket Range in Norway in September 2013 neared. The involvement of 
USQ in aspects of the ground testing was an opportunity to explore aerodynamic 
behaviour of an actual vehicle due for flight testing and presented the opportunity for 
direct comparison of the aerodynamic forces from CFD predictions, ground-based 
wind tunnel experiments, and flight recorded data. Unfortunately the flight 
experiment of ScramSapce1 suffered a launch vehicle failure in which the launch 
vehicle did not deliver the experimental payload to an altitude sufficient to start the 
experiment. 
The ground testing at TUSQ as a free-flight experiment was a practical extension of 
a previous experimental campaign conducted at TUSQ by Mudford et al. (un-pub.) 
in which a hemispherical-nosed cylinder was used to demonstrate the method of 
direct and indirect force measurement via accelerometer data and image analysis. 
Initial results indicated improved correlation of experimental data with hypersonic 
flow theory and provided insight into the dynamic behaviour of the model.  
1.4 Project goals 
This project sought to extend experience in the experimental determination of 
aerodynamic forces and coefficients through free-flight model experiments at TUSQ.   
The primary goal of the project was to determine the dimensionless aerodynamic 
drag coefficient CD through indirect force measurement via analysis of High Speed 
Digital Videography (HSDV). Aerodynamic drag was selected as the aerodynamic 
force of interest due to the relevance of the property to the vehicle performance in 
actual flight testing. 
The secondary goals of the project were to conduct free-flight experiments with an 
on-board orientation sensor package logging acceleration and roll rate in all three 
axes and, where possible, to compare the drag coefficients as measured indirectly 
and directly. A complete project specification is provided for reference at Appendix 
A. 
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Completion of this project included; 
a) extensive model design at a scale suitable for use at TUSQ; 
b) manufacture and assembly of the model inclusive of the orientation sensor 
package; 
c) conduct of a series of wind tunnel experiments, (experimental ‘runs’) as a 
single coordinated project (or experimental campaign); and 
d) extensive Matlab script development to aid in the image and orientation 
sensor data analysis. 
1.5 Project planning and execution 
The project included four overarching phases; scoping, design and build, conduct 
and analysis. A timeline presenting the four phases is provided at Figure 1.1 which 
presents the following aspects of the project in the context of the year; 
a) project scoping and literature review; 
b) design commission and build: 
i. Design of model; and 
ii. Commission of model; 
c) experimental campaign: 
i. Initial run; and 
ii. Final runs; and 
d) post-processing / data analysis. 
 
Figure 1.1: Project Execution Timeline 
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The experiment design followed a similar method as the study by Mudford et al. (un-
pub.) at TUSQ of a hemispherical-nosed cylinder in free-flight experiments. In the 
conduct of this project, particular attention was paid to the design of the ScramSpace 
model prior to experimental conduct. Selection of material, design of component 
parts and consideration of the centre of mass of the model were critical to assembly 
of a scaled model able to demonstrate free-flight behaviour as close as possible the 
real vehicle. 
The scaled model was suspended within the experimental chamber and released 
under gravity with zero initial velocity into the oncoming flow.  The model 
accelerated horizontally under drag whilst descending vertically under gravity and 
lift.  The model’s displacement over time was captured by high speed videography 
and analysed in Matlab to determine the drag force (D), secondary direct 
measurement of the model acceleration was recorded by an on-board orientation 
sensor. Full detail of the experimental procedure and analysis techniques are 
provided in the experimental methodology, Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Chapter overview 
The following chapter introduces the general principles of hypersonic flow, 
particularly as relevant to the interactions of hypersonic flow with an air/spacecraft 
and the role of ground testing in a vehicle design program. This chapter also 
summarises the present body of knowledge within the open scientific community in 
the conduct of free-flight hypersonic wind tunnel experiments. 
2.2 General introduction to hypersonics 
Scientists and engineers designed and built the first hypersonic vehicles in the 1950s 
as the military ballistics programs developed and evolved toward the major space 
programs.  The space programs were characterised by incredible successes and even 
more spectacular failures. During these programs actual flight tests revealed hitherto 
unknown problems which were not, or could not, be predicted by the then current 
aerodynamic experience and theory. 
As a vehicle flying within an atmosphere reaches hypersonic speeds, the vehicle’s 
kinetic energy is dissipated through interaction with the fluid and results in increased 
temperature of the fluid via the development of a sustained shock layer surrounding 
the vehicle. The properties of this shock layer interaction with the fluid leads to 
endothermic reactions of dissociation and ionisation of the fluid very near the vehicle 
surface by manner of adiabatic compression and viscous energy dissipation. This 
heat is readily transferred from the high temperature fluid to the vehicle surface.  The 
rate of heat transfer varies with many factors, such as the freestream conditions, 
vehicle orientation (Angle-of-Attack, α), vehicle configuration, temperature 
differential at the surfaces and the surface heat transfer coefficient. 
Thus, understanding and designing to accommodate the vehicle and flow-field 
interactions requires simultaneous solution of the continuity equation, momentum 
equation and energy equation. One of the early comprehensive texts developed in the 
1980s which still remains relevant today, succinctly captured the close relationship 
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of the aerodynamic forces with the heating environment in the title, ‘Hypersonic 
Aerothermodynamics’ (Bertin 1994). 
Hypersonic flow is simplistically defined as beginning once the freestream Mach 
number exceeds five (M∞>5).  However, such a definition is useful as a general 
guide or ‘rule-of-thumb’ only, with numbers as low as three, or as high as twelve 
being applied depending on the application. 
Figure 2.1 depicts the five physical flow phenomena that both Bertin (1994) and 
Anderson (2006) nominate as a more analytical definition of hypersonic flow where 
one or more of the following physical flow phenomena dominate: 
a) Thin shock layers; 
b) An entropy layer; 
c) Viscous interaction; 
d) High-temperatures flow; and 
e) Low-density flow. 
 
 source: (Anderson 2006) 
Figure 2.1: Physical effects characteristic of hypersonic flow. 
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2.2.1 Thin shock layers 
Hypersonic flow over a body is characterised by thin shock layers in which the angle 
or distance between the body and the shock wave is markedly thinner than at 
supersonic speeds. 
2.2.2 Entropy layer 
A region of high entropy ‘wets’ the body of a vehicle from the point of an attached 
or detached shock wave.  The boundary layer is within, and influenced by, this 
entropy layer. 
2.2.3 Viscous interaction 
As the high-velocity high-entropy hypersonic flow is slowed by the viscous 
interaction of the fluid with the vehicle skin, the boundary layer thickness (δ) 
expands rapidly via the relationship in equation (2.1) in which thickness expands 
exponentially with the square of the free-stream Mach number for a given Reynolds 
number. 
  
  
 
√   
 (2.1) 
The increased boundary layer thickness interaction with the outer inviscid flow 
influences the surface-pressure distribution and hence affects, lift, drag and vehicle 
stability. 
2.2.4 High-temperature flows 
Dissipation of the vehicle kinetic energy via friction within the boundary layer can 
create a region of very high temperature in contact with the vehicle surface. 
Experience with the Apollo re-entry vehicle produced temperature within the region 
of 11,000K at Mach 36, (Anderson 2006). Such high temperatures lead to the partial 
dissociation and ionisation of the fluid molecules.  Further such high temperature 
flow requires consideration in vehicle design for convective and radiated heating. 
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2.2.5 Low-density flows 
The operating environments of hypersonic vehicles vary greatly from regions of 
relative normal fluid density to regions of very low fluid density at the edge of the 
planet’s atmosphere.  In such conditions the standard application of Euler and 
Navier-Stokes equations for a continuum of uniform flow no longer apply (Anderson 
2006). 
2.2.6 Hypersonic program structure 
Current hypersonic research programs undertake an integrated approach of 
comparing three critical program data sources to validate modelling of critical 
phenomena.  
a) CFD;  
b) Ground testing such as wind tunnel and heating experiments; and 
c) Flight experiments. 
Schmisseur and Erbland (2012) reflect on the use of these three approaches as an 
integrated ‘triangular’ model necessary to build a comprehensive program which 
recognises both the strengths and limitations of each approach. 
Hypersonic ground testing such as TUSQ provide researchers the ability to make 
incremental progress towards an understanding of flow phenomena and vehicle 
behaviour. Such experiments may be used to validate calculations and CFD 
projections at a fraction of a cost compared to flight experiments. Hypersonic wind 
tunnel experiments are however still limited in their ability to fully reproduce flight 
conditions and due consideration of the following is necessary to relate the 
experimental data to expected flight performance; 
a) the relatively low Reynolds number of fluid during the experiment and thus 
generally laminar flow; 
b) freestream noise; 
c) non-equilibrium, 
d) unsteadiness; and  
e) typically short duration, in the range of 1-500 milliseconds.  
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CFD calculations require multiple sources of validation and are limited in ability to 
account for the complete spectrum of relevant physics. However they are high in 
fidelity and resource efficient.  Flight experiments may provide the most relevant 
data, however are highly expensive and inherently risky, hence are performed 
following considerable research and risk reduction investigation. 
2.3 The role of ground testing in aerodynamics 
Ground testing is an economical method of validating CFD predictions of 
aerodynamic force, coefficients and moments such as drag and the centre of 
pressure, particularly with novel body geometries. Free-flying models in hypersonic 
fluid eliminate the experimental error introduced by model stings in the form of 
increased base pressure. Very little information is publicly available regarding 
experimental determination of the aerodynamics of actual hypersonic vehicles. 
Ground testing is a key program step in determining the viability of experimental 
aero vehicles or designs, particularly when exploring new design features and 
aeronautical challenges such as air-breathing access to space engines and vehicles 
(Boyce et al. 2011). The need for, and advantages of, ground testing of designs 
without the interference of a support has long been recognised as a key method in 
attaining realistic free-flight motions and forces (Dayman 1966). 
Increasing computational power has enabled complex modelling of new vehicle 
aerodynamics and flow-field properties within commercially available 3D CAD or 
specific fluid modelling software, and where required, the research team’s own 
specifically coded simulation software. It is necessary, however, to seek validation of 
such modelling analysis.  
Considering the cost and complexity of modern experimental aero vehicles, it is 
prudent to utilise risk-reducing ground evaluation tests prior to flight (Stalker et al. 
2005).  Whilst many aspects of vehicle flight and flow interaction may be modelled 
using software, such modelling is based on theory or assumption formulated from 
present experience or the research community’s body of knowledge. Australian 
experience in the correlation of flight data with CFD calculations (Boyce, Gerard & 
Paull 2003) have highlighted the need for conservative validation of CFD predictions 
through ground testing. 
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Recent advances in the development of hypersonic air-breathing propulsion (ramjets 
or scramjets) have explored a number of vehicle profiles.  The development and 
refinement of these vehicle designs, both in propulsion and aerodynamic interactions 
and control, see the regular proposal of new and innovative solutions.  Modelling 
and testing of the performance of such proposals through CFD and ground testing 
prior to flight serves to reduce the risk of under predicted or unknown interactions of 
the vehicle and engine adversely affecting full flight testing. 
The nature of hypersonic flow and the relatively complex interactions of shock and 
boundary layers created by an object or vehicle within the flow require careful 
planning of test set-ups.  The use of stings and alternate methods of directly 
supporting a model within the flow field directly interact with the flow field through 
increase in the base pressure behind the model (Dayman 1966). Such interactions 
may complicate or prevent the determination of a representative whole-body 
interaction with the field such as the centre of pressure, and aerodynamic forces such 
as lift coefficient (CL) or drag coefficient (CD).  
Free flights of models through hypersonic flow remove the undesired interactions of 
support or stings, however they add complexity in both test set-up and interpretation 
of results to determine forces acting on the model.  The use of high-speed 
photography and ‘on-board’ accelerometers to record model behaviour and interpret 
forces was established in the mid 1960s (Dayman 1966; Sheeran & Duryea 1969). 
Methods for conducting free-flying experiments range from the highly complex, 
such as magnetic suspension of models (Owen & Owen 2007), the ‘middle ground’ 
of launching the model as a projectile into the flow (Beyers 1977) to the simplistic 
vertical release under gravity into the flow (Dayman 1966; Mudford et al. un-pub.). 
2.3.1 Limitations of wind tunnel experiments 
Flight vehicle development requires the combination of theoretical understanding, 
analytical and computational skills and the availability of reliable experimental data.  
As the scale of flight programs has increased in terms of altitude and speed, the 
difficulty, danger and importance of sound experimental data has also increased.  
Continuous flow tunnels with a flow velocity of greater than 2000 m/s are not 
presently viable due to excessive power and heat dissipation requirements (Morgan 
2000).  This led to the developments of short duration, ‘pulsed’ or shock, gun tunnels 
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and ballistic firing techniques with useful experimental durations ranging from 1-500 
ms. 
As noted previously, a tunnel experiments are limited in ability to replicate true 
continuous flow conditions. Aside from the short duration of most experimental 
facilities, most facilities produce flows with a low Reynolds number and hence the 
flow within the test section remains laminar, the actual flight environment may well 
pass from laminar to turbulent. Freestream noise, non-equilibrium and unsteadiness 
within the flow will impact of the accuracy of experimentally determined 
aerodynamic coefficients. 
2.4 Aerodynamic forces and moments 
Modified Newtonian theory can reasonably predict actual aerodynamic forces and 
moments for simple vehicle geometries such as cones and spheres (Bertin 1994). 
CFD programs have been developed for the estimation of more complex geometries 
whereby the pressures and shear stresses are integrated over the surface upon which 
they act to yield the resultant force, R, acting through the vehicle’s centre of 
pressure, cp. Figure 2.2 illustrates force vector R, resolved into vehicle-oriented and 
velocity vector-oriented components. 
For aerodynamic applications interested in the vehicle response, the vehicle-oriented 
axial and normal force components (A and N respectively) are used. Acting through 
the vehicle cp, the axial force (A) is parallel to the vehicle axis, and the normal force 
(N) is perpendicular to the vehicle axis. 
For trajectory analysis, the vehicles velocity vector-oriented components lift and 
drag (L and D respectively) are used. Drag, D, acts parallel to the velocity vector, 
and lift, L, acts perpendicular to the velocity vector. 
Where R acts through a cp not collocated with the vehicle centre of gravity (cg), a 
moment is created.  The location of cp relative to cg, and the nature of the resulting 
moment will determine the natural (uncontrolled) vehicle response at varying angles 
of attack. A cp located aft of the vehicle cg, generates a restorative moment to a 
change in angle of attack, α, which acts to reduce α to zero. Such a design is 
regarded as statically stable.  
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Figure 2.2: Aerodynamic force nomenclature 
The degree to which a vehicle is determined to be statically stable is provided by the 
parameter of Static Margin (S.M) where; 
     
       
 
 (2.2) 
Where    ,    , and   are all measured long a common reference frame. 
S.M. must be positive and around 3 to 5 percent for a high performance uncontrolled 
hypersonic vehicle such as ScramSpace1. 
2.5 Modified Newtonian flow 
Modified Newtonian flow  assumes the flow maintains speed and direction until it 
strikes the surface of an object within the flow wherein the individual gas molecules 
impart a component of their momentum normal to the surface of the object and 
continue along the surface with the remaining tangential momentum unchanged 
(Anderson 2006). Sahoo et al. (2005) demonstrated high correlation of modified 
Newtonian flow calculations for blunt bodies with accelerometer and stress based 
fixed support blunt objects. 
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Figure 2.3: Nomenclature for modified Newtonian flow model 
Bertin and Smith (1989) derive the following relations for hypersonic flow over a 
sharp cone based on modified Newtonian flow. Owing to the complexity of 
determining the precise relations for vehicles of complex geometry, the basic 
principles of a sharp cone are presented here for reference, where vehicle angle of 
attack (vehicle axis relative to flow) is denoted by the symbol α. 
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2.6 Coefficient of drag CD 
The dimensionless drag coefficient (CD) is a relation of the drag force, freestream 
density, freestream velocity, and vehicle cross-sectional reference-area, as given by 
equation (2.8) 
   
 
 
     
   
 (2.8) 
Where D = drag force [N], 
   = freestream density [   
 ⁄ ], 
   = freestream velocity [  ⁄ ], and  
   = reference area [ 
 ]. 
The determination of freestream density and velocity within the test section requires 
the use of relations between measured quantities within the Ludweig tube prior to 
expansion through the test section nozzle. 
 
Figure 2.4: Nomenclature within test section nozzle 
Tube pressure (p0 [Pa]) and temperature (T0 [K]) are directly measured during each 
experimental run. The following relations allow determination of the freestream 
pressure,   , temperature,    and hence both freestream density,    and velocity 
  . 
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Where       and            ⁄ . 
2.7 Determining aerodynamic coefficients from ground testing 
Force and moment measurement during the short test time of hypersonic wind 
tunnels presents a challenge to researchers and engineers as the flow duration can be 
less than the period of the lowest natural frequency of a standard model and support 
arrangement such as a sting. This challenge has compelled researchers to develop 
other analytical and at times, novel, techniques. 
2.7.1 Modified strain gauge force-balance techniques. 
An established direct force measurement technique now widely applied, utilises the 
application of strain gauges in combination with a compensating Wheatstone bridge 
attached to the sting is then coupled with on-board accelerometers to compensate for 
support oscillation. Storkmann, Olivier and Gronig (1998) mounted accelerometers 
within a model and support arrangement with a high natural frequency, above 1kHz, 
to explore the application across three models of differing complexity, in different 
facilities. Size and mounting arrangement of the accelerometers meant the technique 
could not however be applied to slender bodies.  
Mee, Daniel and Simmons (1996) and Mee (2003) made advances to the stress-wave 
force balance technique first proposed by Simmons and Sanderson (1991) for use 
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with longer models in which the flow duration was just long enough to establish 
steady flow over the model without establishing stress equilibrium.  Analysis of such 
an experiment required interpretation of stress-waves within the model arrangement 
rather than the measurement of steady-state force.  Extensive calibration of the 
model/support system to determine the response function improved earlier attempts 
to determine multi-component forces yielding approximately 11% accuracy (Mee, 
Daniel & Simmons 1996) to within 3% accuracy for single component drag 
measurements (Mee 2003). 
Robinson et al. (2004) applied the experimental technique and analysis method to 
three-component force measurement of a large scramjet model and experienced 
difficulty in resolving the forces adequately due to adverse interaction of facility 
vibration with the measurements. 
2.7.2 Accelerometer force-balance 
A second direct force measurement method in which a model mounted in a support 
that provides ‘free-floating’ movement during the test duration was developed to 
compensate for the short test duration characteristic of most hypersonic facilities. 
The extent of model motion is quite small for tests of millisecond duration even with 
the high force loads applied during hypersonic flow. 
Dayman (1966) presented an early dissertation addressing the complexity of free-
flight testing in high-speed wind tunnels which acknowledged the necessity for and 
advantages of support (sting) interference-free aerodynamic test data.  Observation 
of bodies with all six degrees of freedom presented technical challenges driven by 
the desire for valid, interference-free data of a body’s motion in flow. 
Sheeran and Duryea (1969) demonstrated the use of accelerometer force balance 
technique in the late 1960s with models loaded with accelerometers and suspended 
by fine wires and provided freedom to move within the desired modes.  This early 
work demonstrated the need a model light enough to accelerate sufficiently, and 
rigid enough such that the natural frequency of the model is greater than the test 
duration and behaviour as a rigid body could be assumed.  Advances in component 
miniaturisation and processing speeds since this early work have allowed further 
application of the technique in greater numbers. 
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Novel techniques for gathering true free-flight aerodynamic force data in hypersonic 
facilities was presented by Naumann and Ende (1989). Their models were either 
rigidly mounted, softly suspended by springs or wires, released into flow with 
precise timing by use of thin (rupturing) wires or magnetic suspension, or 
importantly, mounted in support which temporarily released and re-captured a test 
model during experiments of 10-15 ms duration with on-board accelerometers. 
Sahoo et al. (2005) combined the stress-wave force balance with an accelerometer 
balance technique refined in earlier work (Sahoo et al. 2003) in which a blunt cone 
typical re-entry module model and sting suspended by support wires could be 
assumed as free-flying for flows of millisecond duration. Sahoo et al. (2005) 
achieved good correlation of both recorded results from the two measurement 
techniques with the Newtonian flow model. 
Hideyuki et al. (2007) conducted a series of direct acceleration aerodynamic drag 
measurement experiments in the JAXA HEIST facility on a standardised test model. 
His experiments explored the application of accelerometer balance technique on a 
model weakly supported by thin suspension wires and a slender aft sting which acted 
as a safety in event of support failure and allowed transmittal of accelerometer 
signals.  This experiment series demonstrated feasibility of the method, and 
presented experimental data reduction and post analysis required to account for the 
wire supports and base pressure introduced by the slender sting. 
The importance of investigating the true free-flight behaviour of real bodies without 
the interference of a sting or external support was emphasised by Beyers (1977). 
Beyers investigated the dynamics of high-manoeuvrability bistable canard missiles at 
low Mach numbers (0.7). The tests revealed that the pitching moment gradient at 
differing angles of attack was considerably different for experiments conducted as 
free-flight in comparison to sting-supported results. Such observations were 
confirmed in the hypersonic environment by Moss and Price (1997) when 
referencing their own work in testing small slender models. 
Owen and Owen (2007) presented an impressive addition to the University of 
Oxford Hypersonic Low Density Wind Tunnel (LDWT) in the form of a magnetic 
suspension system which allowed the levitation of a model containing ferric 
material. Position recording is performed via a quadrant detector illuminated by 
collimated laser projected across the model.  This state-of-the-art, high capital-cost, 
facility validated the modified Newtonian theory for standard shapes and CFD 
analysis of the NASA Hyper-X/booster separation. 
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Experience in conducting free-flight experiments has most often included the 
correlation of multiple data sources to improve the accuracy of results and 
investigate artefacts present in the experiments.  Visual record of experiments, in the 
form of high speed video capture, and analysis of a series of images is a frequently 
used method of indirectly measuring model aerodynamic forces via acceleration. 
2.7.3 Schlieren imagery and indirect force deduction 
Schlieren and shadowgraph image capture techniques are discussed at length by 
Settles (2001).  The application of such techniques in hypersonic wind tunnels 
allows for clear images of the shock layer formed over a body within the flow and 
high contrast images of the model against a neutral backdrop. 
Laurence, Deiterding and Hornung (2007) studied the interaction of proximal 
spherical bodies in hypersonic flow using both on-board accelerometers and 
advanced analysis of images captured via conventional Z-arrangement Schlieren 
high-speed digital cinematography at frame rates of 25,000 or 38,000 fps.  Computer 
analysis was performed for each image in sequence, processing each image through 
an edge-detection routine applying a Sobel filter.  The locus of each edge point with 
reference to the model centre, was fit in a least squares method to a circle of form; 
(    )
  (    )
     where  ,   ,  , and    refer to the spheres current and 
previous axial centre when viewed as a circular silhouette for a sphere of given 
radius  . The result was an interpreted centre of the sphere in terms of   and   within 
the image.  The change in model position across each image was in turn scaled and 
plotted as a time-displacement profile of   and  . Finally, assuming acceleration to 
be constant during the steady test time, a quadratic polynomial could be fit to the 
time-displacement profile. In a review of their methodology, Laurence and Hornung 
(2009) provide evidence that the technique when properly applied could detect 
0.1mm movement of a rigidly supported body within the flow.  
Recently Mudford et al. (un-pub.) performed a series of free-flight experiments in 
the TUSQ facility exploring the application of both accelerometer force-balance and 
indirect force deduction from high speed cinematography with a true free-flying 
hemispherical-nosed body. The model was suspended within the flow field and 
released with zero initial horizontal and vertical velocity immediately prior to flow 
onset.  Initial results demonstrated that whilst both data capture techniques are 
viable, the on-board accelerometer package offers superior resolution to image 
analysis. This may, in part, be due to the higher resolution provided by the data 
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capture speed and accuracy of the modern on-board accelerometer package over the 
two dimensional image analysis. 
The works of Laurence and Hornung (2009) and Mudford et al. (un-pub.) in 
combining on-board accelerometer force-balance and indirect force deduction from 
high speed cinematography led to the premise of this project to determine the 
viability of true free-flying hypersonic models within the TUSQ facility. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
3.1 Chapter overview 
The following chapter covers the experimental procedure and post-processing 
analysis performed for each of the experimental campaigns conducted at TUSQ. 
Procedural considerations regarding model design, experimental set-up and conduct 
are presented. Detail is also provided relating to application of Matlab capability and 
the scripts developed for post-experiment conduct analysis. 
3.2 Experimental design 
3.2.1 Model design considerations 
There are a number of considerations in the design, manufacture and assembly of a 
model for free flight in a hypersonic facility. As general criteria, a model for free 
flight purposes must strike a balance between the following requirements: 
a) be small enough to fit within the core flow diameter for the duration of the 
flow; and 
b) be of sufficient mass relative to expected drag to remain within the viewable 
region of the test section for the majority of the flow. 
Simultaneously satisfying the above criteria will present different challenges for each 
model size and shape considered. The following sections provide detail on the design 
and construction of the ScramSpace1 1:9 models flown during this experimental 
campaign. 
 
Figure 3.1: Scaled representation of model and M6 expansion nozzle 
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3.2.1.1 Model scale 
The scale of the ScramSpace1 model was largely determined by the size of the on-
board orientation sensor payload.  Initial investigations into commercially available 
components and experience from (Mudford et al. un-pub.) led to an original design 
requirement of being able to contain two 5mm × 25mm ×60mm cavities either side 
of the central combustion chamber. Figure 3.2 shows the final design viewed from 
the bow of the model. The final model scale of 1:9 was driven by the payload cavity 
size and central combustion chamber diameter. With a total tip-to-tip diameter of 
89.51mm the whole model would remain within the nozzle core diameter of 
~180mm for enough of the flow duration to proceed with the design. 
 
Figure 3.2: Payload cavities (5×25mm) viewed from bow of model 
3.2.1.2 Model mass 
There is no requirement for the model total mass to be proportional or scaled to the 
actual vehicle. Rather the model mass is to be considered in tandem with the 
expected drag of the vehicle to determine likely acceleration as a result of the flow. 
Based upon the greatest drag value estimated by the ScramSpace team CFD analysis, 
(a CD of 0.027), the model could be expected to travel 160mm at zero degrees angle 
of attack as shown in Figure 3.3. The Matlab code for predicted behaviour is 
provided at Appendix E-1. 
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Figure 3.3: Expected model behaviour under ideal circumstances 
3.2.1.3 Model centre of mass 
Whilst the relationship between model and vehicle total masses is inconsequential, 
the relative location of the model centre of gravity (cg) is important. The cp position 
relative to model cg will determine the magnitude of the resulting moment couple 
and hence the model static margin. As detailed within section 2.4, the relative 
location of the model centre of pressure (cp) is determined by the model geometry 
relative to flow path or angle of attack. Should the model cg be aft of cp then 
behaviour during free flight will be dynamically unstable and unsuitable for free-
flight.  
The design goal of achieving a relative model cg as near as possible to the vehicle cg 
required full use of the 3D modelling software materials properties and centre of 
gravity calculations.  While the selected methods of manufacture and material 
selection are discussed in the following section, it is necessary to recognise the 
impact of this design goal in the subsequent decisions. A model cg of 84mm aft of 
the nosecone along the model X-axis and collinear with the Z and Y axis origin (84, 
0, 0) was determined from the vehicle geometry provided by the ScramSpace team, 
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(refer Figure 3.4).  Such a cg in the forward half of the vehicle and with 
consideration of the volume of the aft section necessitated a nose-heavy design. 
 
Figure 3.4: Model cg location 
3.2.1.4 Model design and materials 
In considering and selecting materials and manufacturing method, the complexity of 
the part geometry, position and volume relative to the cg design goal, and the degree 
of material rigidity required were key. A combination of machined, turned and 3D 
printed components was used in the model assembly. Complete assembly and model 
drawings throughout the design stages are provided at Appendix C. Set out below is 
a brief description of the reasoning behind the material selection and manufacture / 
production method. 
The model body halves, fins and winglets were all selected for production via 3D 
printing primarily owing to their complexity of geometry and the relative low 
density and high strength of the set epoxy which enabled rapid production of 
complex shapes. Only the leading edges of the fins and winglets were exposed to the 
high velocity, low density flow for a short duration, thus as heat transfer was not of 
concern. Reasonable strength in mounting was required in combination to aggressive 
lightening aft of the model midway point. Aluminium was selected for the aft collar 
to provide high strength with low weight in support to the model halves, as well as 
the winglet and fin mounts. 
Stainless or mild steel was selected for the model nosecone for two purposes; the 
first being the high density and thus effect upon the model cg and the second being 
its strength in securing the forward join of the body halves and resistance to damage 
     L
xcg
½L
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of the crucial leading edge upon which the shock layer would attach. Two sets of 
brass ballasts were manufactured to further increase the mass at the bow of the 
model in support of the cg design goal. 
3.3 Materials / equipment 
3.3.1 Experimental facility 
The TUSQ Ludweig tunnel, shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.5 is described in 
detail in Dr Buttsworth’s  presentation to the 9th Australian Space Science 
Conference (Buttsworth 2010). The tunnel is capable of producing an effective test 
duration of between 120 – 180 ms. 
Source:(Buttsworth 2010) 
Figure 3.5: TUSQ Ludweig tube – general configuration. 
The experimental facility for this project was operated as a Ludweig tube with free 
piston compression of the test gas (air).  Gradual opening (~0.5 sec/90 deg) of the 
27.6mm (1¼”) internal diameter primary valve steadily drives a 130 mm, 383 g, 
Nylatron piston located downstream of the high pressure air reservoir along the 
length of the 16m, 130mm honed diameter Ludweig tube compressing the test gas 
adiabatically against a 100 μm Mylar diaphragm. 
Tube pressure was measured via redundant piezoelectric pressure transducers and 
charge amplifiers 130 mm upstream of the diaphragm. All experiments were 
conducted using a contoured Mach 6 (nominal) nozzle shown in Figure 3.6. Basic 
nozzle geometry is provided for reference in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.6: Nominal Mach 6 nozzle profile and characteristics 
Table 3.1: Mach 6 contoured nozzle geometry (dimensions in mm) 
Throat minimum diameter Exit diameter Length 
28.8 217.5 1057 
The reference target flow conditions for the experiments utilising the Mach 6 nozzle 
and free piston compression heating are summarised in Table 3.2 
Table 3.2: Target flow conditions for Mach 6 nozzle  
Flow Parameter 
p0 
[MPa] 
T0 
[K] 
p 
[kPa] 
T 
[K] 
u 
[m/s] 
ppit 
[kPa] 
Reu 
[m
-1
] 
7 500 4.43 60 939 208 58.8×10
6 
3.3.2 Release mechanism 
The release mechanism for this project was kindly loaned from the authors of an as-
yet unreleased paper upon which this experimental campaign was based, (Mudford et 
al. un-pub.). The cutter solenoid, catalogue SS0903 from Jaycar Electronics, is a 12V 
tubular push solenoid triggered by the signal output of the piezoelectric pressure 
transducers referenced in section 3.3.1 of this chapter.  The push solenoid produces a 
9.22N push force, with a stroke length of 6.0mm. 
 
Figure 3.7: Schematic of push solenoid release mechanism 
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3.3.3 Image capture 
An Olympus i-Speed 3 colour high speed digital video (HSDV) camera is used to 
record the model motion via Schlieren methodology illustrated in Figure 3.8. HSDV 
camera settings are detailed in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3: i-Speed 3 HSDV camera settings 
Frame rate Exposure Image height Image width  
2000 fps 250 μs 1024 pixels 1280 pixels colour 
As illustrated in Figure 3.8 below, red point light source (a) is collimated by the first 
concave mirror (b) to a square reflective mirror (c) through the test section (d) to a 
second square reflective mirror (i) to a second concave mirror (f) which projects the 
image onto a final reflection plate (g). The image focused onto a knife edge (h) 
removing half of the reflected light column, effectively exaggerating the contrast in 
the light column, passed through the lens (i) focusing the image on the HSDV 
charge-coupled device (CCD) image recorder (j). 
 
Figure 3.8: Schlieren image capture 
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Figure 3.9: Example Schlieren image with established shock layer 
3.3.4 On-board direct acceleration measurement 
The model was designed to accommodate an on-board package able to directly 
measure the acceleration of the model under test and broadcast the measurements to 
a computer outside the test section.  The on-board package is made up of three 
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components, the UM6-LT orientation sensor, 
Roving Networks BlueSMiRF Bluetooth modem and a 3.7V 400mAh lithium 
polymer battery. 
3.3.4.1 CH Robotics UM6-LT orientation sensor 
The CH Robotics UM6-LT Ultra-Miniature orientation sensor is a relatively cheap, 
COTS orientation sensor which combines sensor measurements from rate gyros, 
accelerometers, and magnetic sensors at approximately 500Hz. The orientation 
sensor dimensions are illustrated in Figure 3.10 below. 
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Figure 3.10: CHRobotics UM6-LT Orientation Sensor 
The nominal supply voltage for the UM6-LT is 3.3V, with maximum acceleration of 
3000 g for 0.5ms, and 10 000 g for 0.1ms and an operating temperature of -40
oC
 to 
+85
oC
 (UM6 Ultra-Miniature Orientation Sensor Datasheet  2013). 
3.3.4.2 Roving Networks RN-42 BlueSMiRF Bluetooth modem  
The Roving Networks RN-42 BlueSMiRF HID Bluetooth modem is a similarly low-
cost COTS Bluetooth certified modem with human interface device firmware pre-
installed.  
 
Figure 3.11: Roving Networks RN-42 BlueSMiRF Bluetooth modem 
The RN-42 includes an antenna within the board form factor shown in Figure 3.11. 
The modem is pre-set for baud rates of 1200 bps to 921kbps with the option of user 
specified baud rates (RN-42/RN-42N Data Sheet  2010). 
43.15 mm 
16.05 mm 
t = 4.2 mm 
25.4 mm 
24.38 mm t = 2.6 mm 
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3.3.4.3 3.7V 400mAh lithium polymer battery 
The on-board package was powered using a readily available 3.7V 400mAh lithium 
polymer replacement iPod Nano (1
st
 generation) battery shown in Figure 3.12. Under 
standard operating conditions the battery provides an operating time of 
approximately two and a half hours. 
 
Figure 3.12: 3.7V 400mAh Lithium-Polymer battery 
3.3.4.4 Wiring diagram 
Figure 3.13 provides the wiring diagram (including cable connectors) of the three 
component items. All board connections were direct soldered, for ease of use and 
safe installation each cable loom was included a quick release connector. 
 
Figure 3.13: Wiring diagram for on-board package 
UM6-LT
Tx
Rx
GND
GND
VIN
+3.3V VCC
BlueSMiRF
Rx-I
GND
Tx-O
-
Battery+
22.7 mm 
38.5 mm 
t = 4.2 mm 
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3.3.5 Transformation between respective reference coordinate frames 
It is necessary to the position and installed orientation of the orientation sensor 
within the model to enable comparison of the independent force measurement 
techniques. Figure 3.14 illustrates the respective coordinate frames of the orientation 
sensor and model / test section. The transformation between the axis systems is thus: 
 
Figure 3.14: Reference coordinates frame of on-board accelerometer and model 
 
Model & Test Section Orientation Sensor 
ZMod = -XSens 
XMod = -YSens 
YMod = ZSens 
The orientation sensor is installed offset 13.5mm along positive YMod axis. 
3.4 Experimental procedure 
The following section provides detail unique to the conduct of this project and is 
intended to provide sufficient detail to allow the reproduction of the experimental 
campaigns.  Each experimental run was conducted by appropriately qualified staff 
and inducted students. This section does not repeat the standard operating procedures 
of the TUSQ tunnel however it will provide some detail of the tunnel measurements 
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undertaken where those are necessary to be able to recreate the experiments and 
interpret the results. 
3.4.1 Tunnel operation 
Performance of all experiments was conducted in accordance with the TUSQ 
operating procedure and manual (Malpress & Buttsworth 2013), step by step 
instructions as to the operation of the TUSQ wind tunnel are not within the scope of 
this project. 
3.4.2 Model assembly and preparation of Bluetooth connection 
The model is assembled in accordance with the general dimensions assembly 
drawing specified in Appendix C.  The on-board package is powered during the 
assembly process and must be paired with an external computer via the Bluetooth 
modem using the computer’s standard Bluetooth wireless connection. The default 
pairing code for the RN-42 BlueSMiRF modem is ‘1234’ and it is necessary to 
confirm the COM port in use by the paired modem and computer. 
The CH Robotics serial interface (CH Robotics Serial Interface  2012) is a simple 
human interface program allowing the user to complete many of the basic functions 
necessary to perform the experiment. The following steps must be undertaken at the 
commencement of each experimental run, prior to closure of the test section and 
should be read with reference to Figure 3.15. 
a) Select the appropriate COM port under 
Serial Settings (tab) Serial Port Settings  Port 
b) Press ‘Connect’ under Serial Controls, await positive confirmation of 
connection “Received packet ID message from sensor” 
c) Select Configuration (tab)  Broadcast Rate  enter 255(~300Hz) 
Select ‘FLASH Commit’1 
d) Select desired data output from panel within Data (tab) 
i. Processed X Accel 
ii. Processed Y Accel 
                                                 
1
 Note: during test conduct an apparent interface bug failed to enable change of the broadcast rate as 
specified in the manufacturer’s manual, thus leaving the broadcast rate at default setting 0 (~16Hz) 
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i. Processed Z Accel 
ii. Processed X Gyro 
iii. Processed Y Gyro 
iv. Processed Z Gyro 
e) Click ‘Create Graph from Selected Items’ 
  
Figure 3.15: CH Robotics Serial interface 
3.4.3 On-board data capture 
Following closure of the test section and evacuation of atmosphere the on-board 
package continues to report the recorded data via the data graph from section 3.4.2 as 
illustrated in Figure 3.16. A loss of data connection will be obvious by perfectly flat 
lines for the selected outputs. Even at rest, the on-board package will report minor 
variations in measured values.  
The following steps must be completed / undertaken immediately prior to conduct of 
the test run: 
a) Select Log File (tab); 
b) Select location data log file is to be saved  Browse; 
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c) Press ‘Start logging’ prior to commencing the experimental run; and 
d) Following completion of the experimental run press ‘Stop logging’. 
 
Figure 3.16: Example data graph from CH Robotics interface 
3.4.4 Tunnel data 
Tunnel pre-expansion pressure and temperature are determined from a signal output 
of two piezoelectric pressure transducers. The characteristic pattern of an 
experimental run can be observed in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18. Both the model 
release solenoid cutting device and the Schlieren image capture are triggered from 
this repeatable signal. Record of the ambient pressure and temperature is made 
during conduct of each experimental run to enable conversion of tunnel pressure and 
temperature as measured. 
Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 illustrate the recorded initial pre-expansion pressure and 
temperature immediately upstream of the M6 expansion nozzle (Figure 2.4). Over 
the length of a full cycle, each plot is characterised first by the steady rise from the 
respective ambient value as the piston compresses the test gas (air) against the Mylar 
diaphragm. The onset of flow can be determined as a result of the diaphragm rupture 
at approximately 900 kPa where the first step is observed.  
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The inset plots of Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 show the detail of the test period 
shown by the small rectangles within the main plot. For the purpose of this project a 
mean pre-expansion pressure and temperature during the test period calculated from 
the  period shown within the inset plots is adequate for use in the expansion relations 
(2.10) through (2.13) in determining the mean freestream (post-expansion) density, 
   and freestream velocity   . 
 
Figure 3.17: Example plot of recorded pre-expansion pressure 
 
Figure 3.18: Example plot of recorded pre-expansion temperature 
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The major and minor ‘saw-tooth’ patterns in the recorded data are reflecting shock 
waves within the tunnel, a known characteristic of Ludweig tube facilities. The 
major frequency observed on the main plot results from the time taken for the shock 
wave to traverse the full length of the compression tube. The minor frequency 
observed within the inset plot is related to the distance from the tunnel piston head to 
the entrance of the converging nozzle. 
3.4.5 Model release 
The model is suspended via a single thread of silk string, approximately 40mm 
downstream of the nozzle exit, vertically in-line and 2/3rds of the nozzle exit radius 
above the nozzle axis of symmetry. 
The silk string is threaded through a hole within the solenoid-actuated cutting device 
in the form of a pinched loop shown in Figure 3.19. Attention was paid to ensure the 
individual threads did not cross-over during each of the shots, instead ensuring the 
threads ran in parallel. The guide hole is manually oriented fore-aft to enable 
alignment of the model with zero yaw, Figure 3.20 shows the sling suspension 
technique in place with model suspended prior to closing the test section.. The 
cutting edge is oriented port-starboard such that it severs both silk threads at the 
same time, thus attempting to reduce introduction of initial model angular motion 
(roll) at release. 
 
Figure 3.19: Model suspension technique 
The solenoid is triggered once the pressure transducer measurement presented in 
Figure 3.17 reaches a pre-set threshold voltage. To allow sufficient time for the 
solenoid to sever the threads and allow the model to begin its free fall prior to the 
onset of flow, the solenoid trigger threshold is prior to the rupture of the Mylar 
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diaphragm. The threshold may be roughly equated to the point at which the rising 
pressure enters the rectangle of the main plot of Figure 3.17. 
 
Figure 3.20: Model suspension in practice 
3.4.6 Image capture 
Similarly to the actuation of the solenoid release, the rising voltage signal is passed 
to the HSDV recorder detailed in section 3.3.3. The Olympus i-Speed 3 HSDV 
maintains continuous recording awaiting the rising trigger and thus enables the user 
to select the sequence of images covering the recorded event.  As the run duration is 
approximately 120 to 160 ms, approximately 300 frames either side of the trigger 
point (noted as frame 0 at the bottom of Figure 3.21) is sufficient to record the run. 
 
Figure 3.21: Example image sequence from i-Speed 3 HSDV 
The selected image sequence is then transferred to an external memory card to allow 
post-processing and analysis. 
3.4.7 Points of note relating to experimental configuration 
The limitations of the above experimental design and procedure should be 
recognised prior to interpreting the data.   
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The method of model release is prone to variation from experimental run to run. The 
actual release height and the model’s respective orientation within the flow can vary 
depending on the length of string and accuracy of positioning.  Whilst every effort is 
made to ensure the model is oriented at 0 degrees angle of attack, 0 degrees yaw to 
the oncoming flow, and 0 degrees roll, the uncertainty of measurement influences 
repeatability. 
Image capture by HSDV in the single X-Z plane can only yield measurement of 
model displacement within the X or Z plane. Model yaw or roll during free-flight 
affects the accuracy of the measurements in the X-Z plane and without a second 
image capture in the Y-Z plane it may not be possible to accurately determine the 
level measurement uncertainty. 
Yaw and roll may be interpreted from accelerations and gyro measurement via the 
on-board package, however as noted in the footnote to section 3.4.2 a low broadcast 
rate significantly reduces the number of data points available within the test period. 
Notionally, a sampling rate 100Hz or higher would be preferable, allowing a 
minimum of 10 data points within the test window. 
3.5 Recorded data 
The following section summarises the recorded data.  The volume of the recorded 
data is too great to incorporate within this project dissertation in its raw form. Rather, 
such data will be presented in tabular or graphical form. Individuals interested in 
accessing the raw data should contact the University of Southern Queensland, 
Faculty of Health, Engineering & Sciences. 
3.5.1 Tunnel data 
Table 3.4 provides a summary of the tunnel ambient and pre-expansion pressure and 
temperature for each run per section 3.4.4 of the experimental procedure. Figure 3.22 
demonstrates the recurring pattern of an experimental run. 
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Table 3.4: Recorded Tunnel ambient and flow initial pre-expansion conditions 
Run number      (kPa)      (
o
C)    (kPa)    (K) 
209 94.20 22.5 - - 
210 94.20 22.5 - - 
211 94.20 24.5 946 575 
272 93.27 25 - - 
273 93.27 25 924 574 
274 93.27 25 929 575 
Note: Run209 was a trial run with model held by sting; no in-flow analysis is performed. 
Runs 210 and 272 were dummy load trigger calibration runs 
 
 
 
Figure 3.22: Initial (pre-expansion) pressure and temperature by run 
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3.5.2 Model configuration 
Experimental test run number 211 (RUN211) was conducted on production model 
v0 (see Appendix B for as-run configuration). Model mass was measured as 232 g 
+20.69 g than calculated in Model CoG reports from Creo. Model cg was determined 
by manner of balancing the model on a fulcrum and recorded as 87mm from tip of 
nosecone, or 52.88 mm from entry of combustion chamber +3.11mm from design.  
The same measurements were performed for subsequent runs, Table 3.5 summarises 
the mass and cg measnurements. 
Table 3.5: Individual assembly masses from CoG report and as measured 
Name Drawing Rev Predicted Actual RevPredicted Actual RevPredicted Actual
Nose Cone DWG002 0 37 g - 0 37 g 39 g 0 37 g 39 g
Body Top DWG003 0 51 g - 1 51 g 60 g 1 51 g 60 g
Body Bottom DWG004 0 51 g - 1 51 g 60 g 1 51 g 60 g
Aft Collar DWG005 0 26 g - 0 26 g 26 g 0 26 g 26 g
Fins DWG006 0 8 g - 1 8 g 14 g 1 8 g 14 g
Winglets DWG007 0 0 g - 0 0 g 1 g 0 0 g 1 g
Ballast 1 DWG008 0 - 1 13 g 12 g 1 13 g 12 g
Ballast 2 DWG008 0 - 0 - - 0 - -
On-board package - - 17 g 17 g 17 g 17 g
211 g 232 g 205 g 229 g 205 g 229 g
84 mm 70 mm 84 mm 66 mm 84 mm 66 mm
-14 mm -18 mm -18 mm
37 g
Total mass
Xcg
difference
difference
Run 274Run 273Run211
+21 g +24 g +24 g
 
3.5.3 Model centre of mass characteristics 
The model x-axis centre of mass, Xcg, was determined by balance on a knife edge as 
seen in Figure 3.23; values for Xcg are presented in Table 3.6. 
 
xcg
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Figure 3.23: Determination of Xcg by knife edge 
Table 3.6: Actual vs. Design Xcg location 
 RUN211 RUN273 RUN274 
Design Xcg [mm] 83.8 
Actual Xcg [mm]                               
3.5.4 Image capture 
A series of 1280 × 1024 pixel, 24 bit RGB images were exported from the high-
speed Schlieren video camera for each respective run and saved as TIFF images for 
use in Matlab post-processing. Table 3.7 provides the detail for each run. 
Table 3.7: Number of frames and respective series duration for each run 
 RUN211 RUN273 RUN274 
Number of frames 403 799 3220 
Series duration [s] 0.2015 0.3995 1.61 
3.5.5 Data capture 
Three-axis acceleration and gyro log files per experimental procedure section 3.4.3 
were retrieved for Runs 273 and 274 only. Run211 was conducted without an on-
board package. Table 3.8 summarises the data log lengths and durations. 
Table 3.8: Details of acceleration and gyro log files for Run273 and Run274 
 RUN273 RUN274 
Number of log rows 1176 850 
Log duration (s) 73.318 52.977 
Mean Sampling interval (s) 0.0624 0.0624 
3.6 Post-processing – Matlab analysis 
A number of script files created in the student edition of Matlab R2012a (7.14.0.739) 
are used in the post-processing analysis of the high speed cinematography images 
retrieved as per section 3.5.4 and on-board orientation (accelerometer and gyro) data. 
All script files are provided in their entirety within Appendix E.  
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The post-processing steps for each run in sequence are: 
a) Compile tiff images to avi file for visualisation purposes; 
b) Image conversion from RGB to Grayscale; 
c) Determine cg location via ‘RunXXXmanual.m’; 
i. Plot X and Z location over time; and 
ii. Retrieve polyfit results for X and Z curves 
------------Steps continue for Runs with on-board orientation sensor package----------- 
d) Analyse pre-flow images to determine the periodic oscillations of the slung 
model; 
e) Plot pre-flow gyro and accelerometer data to determine the periodic 
oscillations of the slung model; 
f) Synchronise the image and gyro periods to align model release and flow 
onset; and 
g) Compare direct and indirect acceleration data 
3.6.1 Image analysis 
Individual avi video files from the high speed images are produced using the Matlab 
script tif2avi.m (Appendix E-2) to aid in visualising the model free-flight 
behaviour during flow. Colour Schlieren images are converted to grayscale within 
Matlab maintaining the image dimensions of 1024 × 1280 (height by width) using 
script file rgbtif2graytif.m (Appendix E-3). Grayscale images were used in 
cg routines to reduce processing time in later analysis. 
3.6.2 Determine model cg location 
Model cg location was determined through a custom Matlab user interface developed 
as part of this project. Execution of the Matlab script file RunXXXmanual.m 
provided at Appendix E-5 requests the user to enter the run number and then 
calibrate the image scale in meters per pixel by selection of two known points on the 
vehicle silhouette marked a and b on Figure 3.24. The model is a circular cylinder at 
these points and so their relative position to model cg is invariant under roll, and can 
be generally estimated under yaw with position error increasing with yaw angle.  
Distance angle of cg relative to a and b is determined from prior measurements, 
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where        , and angle      
  (
  
  
). An estimate of cg position is made 
from each a and b with the final cg location being the midpoint between the two 
estimates. The user may determine the number of frames for inspection, or the frame 
interval rate.  For this project every tenth frame was inspected. 
 
Figure 3.24: Model cg location for RunXXXmanual.m 
Figure 3.25 provides an example of the user positioning the cross hairs on position b, 
during inspection of frame 140 of Run211. A marker for position a can be seen, as 
can a marker indicating location of the model cg from the prior inspected frame 
(frame 130, 0.005 seconds earlier). 
Again the reference frames for all inspections are the model / test section reference 
coordinate frames given in section 3.3.5. Through the above inspection process, a 
number of relevant parameters can be usefully determined for each time marked 
frame. Where model cg location is determined by scaling the measured image 
distances in pixels to meters, and the model pitch, or angle of attack   defined as 
positive when pitching nose-up, a position and pitch vector  ⃗    (         ) is 
stored to the Matlab variable CofMalpha. The resulting data sets used in this 
analysis and results discussion are provided along with the time interval data at 
Appendix F. The resulting data from this inspection routine for each run are explored 
further in section 4.2. 
d
d
β
β 
a
b
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Figure 3.25: User interface for image inspection as part of RunXXXmanual.m 
3.6.3 Synchronising orientation sensor with image sequence 
A novel solution was applied to synchronise the image frame data and the orientation 
sensor data log.  As the two recording methods were independent with different 
sampling intervals there was no common reference with which the events observed 
by image analysis could be directly compared to the orientation sensor data log. The 
solution applied was to align the minor oscillation of the model observed as physical 
movement of the model in images with an observed periodic sinusoid of the 
orientation sensor gyros. 
All models maintain a natural oscillation once suspended ready for release. Whilst 
significant oscillation is undesirable due to interference with model release angle of 
attack and may nullify the assumption of zero initial velocity and displacement. 
Minute oscillations cannot be removed and occur as being suspended creates a form 
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of a pendulum. Closure of the test section and ‘pumping down’ or removal of the 
atmosphere disturbs to the model’s suspended position. Such minute oscillation is 
recorded by all six orientation sensor outputs and can be detected via comparison of 
the individual frames in Matlab.  
3.6.3.1 Orientation sensor output 
The orientation sensor provided six time-stamped output, Processed Acceleration X, 
Y and Z, and Processed Gyro X, Y, and Z. Accelerometer output is provided in 
gravities (        ⁄ ) and may be converted to direct acceleration, Gyro output is in 
degrees per second, and may be converted to radians per second.  Inspection of the 
processed gyro signals prior to model release and flow onset showed the minute 
periodic oscillations recorded on the Y and X axis gyros per Figure 3.26.  All axis 
and plane references are to the model / test section frame of reference presented in 
section 3.3.5. 
 
Figure 3.26: Processed Gyro output 
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3.6.3.2 Image analysis 
Detection of the periodic movement in images required individual analysis of the 
change in pre-flow position of the model over an extended period.  The observed 
frequency of the model oscillation and hence a relatively long period of time was 
recorded image time required was needed to establish the model period. For both 
Run273 and Run 274 approximately 1.5 seconds of pre-flow image time was 
analysed. The length of pre-flow time yielded a considerable number of frames 
(~3000 frames).  
The solution required a fully automated Matlab script. Figure 3.27 shows a series of 
images depicting the first stages of the script. The first image (a) presents the 
suspended model. The second image (b) shows the zoomed region of tail section 
selected by the user as the white rectangle in (a). image (b) is shown in the red 
spectrum only in preparation for the bespoke edge detection code to be applied to 
each frame. The third image (c) shows the objective of the Matlab script reached in 
which the pixels along the model fin that transition from low red intensity (black) to 
high red intensity (white) are identified.  
The Matlab script file Harmonic_Edge_Detect.m was used to detect the 
periodic movement of the models is provided at Appendix E-7. 
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Figure 3.27: Determining model oscillation period through edge detection 
a) 
b) 
c) 
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To translate the detected fin edge for each frame to a single point of reference 
suitable for determining the periodic motion, the Matlab command polyfit, a first 
order (linear) equation of form       , was fit to those pixels identified as 
having a red value exceeding 150. The second term of the polyfit function p(2) 
provides the y-intercept, b, for a given image. Thus the detected edge was effectively 
‘projected’ to the y-axis (left hand edge) of the image frame.   
Execution of the Matlab script provided at Appendix E-7 across a sufficient number 
of frames (~1500-2000) preceding the model release or onset of flow provided an 
array of y-intercepts at an interval of 5×10
-4
 seconds.  A plot of this array provided at 
Figure 3.28 shows clearly the periodic oscillation. The minor sinusoid within major 
oscillation waveform is a result of the model’s actual oscillation being in two planes 
rather than one. 
 
Figure 3.28: Period of model oscillation 
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The major period cycle observed in Figure 3.28 is of the form shown in equation 
(3.1): 
 ( )         (    ) (3.1) 
where    is the y axis offset, 
  specifies the observed amplitude,  
angular frequency  , in radians per second, is given by       (with ordinary 
frequency   being the number of oscillations per second),  
  is time in seconds, and finally,  
phase shift  , in radians, specifies the point of the cycle at time    . 
For Run274, the major periodic function was manually determined and shown as 
‘curvefit’ in Figure 3.29. Users of the complete Matlab suite including the Curve 
Fitting Toolbox may simplify this step through use the automated function 
NonLinearModel.fit. The curve fit equation form of (3.1) used in Figure 3.29 
is: 
 ( )       (
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)) 
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Figure 3.29: Fit of sine curve to image data for Run274 
Image data and curvefit from Figure 3.29 was normalised and synchronised with the 
gyro data depicted in Figure 3.26 by removing the y-axis offset, and normalising the 
amplitude to the range of the gyro data. The data set phases were synchronised 
through a time offset variable within periodsynch.m of 20.5818 seconds, 
effectively aligning the start time of the HSDV image sequence at time 20.5818 s of 
the on-board orientation data for Run274. The alignment timing for both Run273 and 
Run274 is provided at Table 3.9. 
 
 
Figure 3.30: Fit of image data to on-board gyro data for Run274 
Equivalent figures demonstrating the alignment process of image and data log for 
Run273 are provided at Appendix H-1. 
Table 3.9: Summary of image sequence time offset with on-board data log 
 Start time (s) 
Run273 51.4026 
Run274 28.5818 
With the time offset of the image sequence and the data log determined, it is possible 
to compare the model acceleration measured indirectly by image analysis with that 
Orientation Sensor data log
Image Sequence
20.5818 s
58 s0 s
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measured directly by the orientation sensor at the same moment in time. The results 
of the acceleration comparisons are provided at sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.  
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Chapter 4 Results and Discussion 
4.1 Chapter overview 
The following chapter presents the results of the experimental campaign, post 
processing analysis and provides critical evaluation of the aerodynamic force 
measurements, confidence levels. The chapter also discusses options for further 
exploration of both the present data set and future experimental campaigns of real 
vehicle geometries in free-flight. 
4.2 Results of post-processing analysis 
The following sections summarise of the post-processing analysis for each run.  
Included is a condensed visual record of the run, time-displacement, time-velocity 
and time-acceleration plots generated from analysis of images for each run, and the 
gyro data synchronisation result. Each run demonstrated unique free-flight 
behaviour. Hypotheses for the unique demonstrations are provided in Chapter 4 
following review of the resulting data. 
The analysis of indirect and direct acceleration measurements assumes the model 
will be subject to only linear or constant accelerations throughout the experiment. 
The model is naturally subject to constant acceleration under gravity of         ⁄  
acting through cg. The forces of lift and drag are assumed to be fully developed at 
the onset of flow and act through model cp.  That the forces and accelerations are 
constant assumes that the flow is of uniform density and velocity for the period the 
model is within the flow. 
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Following the assumption of constant acceleration, the standard time-displacement, 
velocity and acceleration relations given in equations (4.1) through (4.3) apply: 
∫   
 
  
 ∫ (      )  
 
 
  
 ( )  
 
 
   
         (4.1) 
  
  
  
 (4.2) 
    
  
  
 (4.3) 
Where  ( ) is the resulting distance at time t, 
under constant acceleration   ,  
given an initial velocity    and  
distance   .  
Accelerations may be determined by fit of either a second order polynomial of form 
 ( )           to the X and Z time-displacement data where   [     ] and 
the desired acceleration is twice the first coefficient,   or a first order line of best fit 
to the time-velocity values. 
4.2.1 Run211 
Images of Run211 are characterised by the motley appearance of the Schlieren image 
background resulting from the use of no-optical Perspex protectors within the 
experimental section as a safety precaution.  The Perspex protectors were replaced 
with glass protectors in later runs.  
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Figure 4.1: Sequence of images from Run211 
Figure 4.1 depicts the in free-fall before the onset of flow from frame 050 to 125, 
and displaced horizontally in the XZ plane under drag from frames 140 through 230. 
The horizontal displacement continues until the model cg can no longer be measured 
by use to the model tail profile. The model tail begins to descend more markedly as 
the model reaches the edge of the core flow, as observed by the increasing positive 
angle of attack, until frame 320 
A composite image of Run211 displaying the change in model cg location over time 
is presented in Figure 4.2. It can be clearly seen in this image that the model free-
falls under gravity prior to the onset of flow. 
050 065 080 095
110 125 140 155
170 185 200 215
230 245 260 275
290 305 320 335
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Figure 4.2: Overlay image of model cg (Run211) 
The time-displacement graph for the horizontal displacement, X, and vertical 
displacement, Z, observed in Figure 4.2 is presented at Figure 4.3. The data table 
used to generate Figure 4.3 is provided at Appendix F-1.  
With reference to Figure 4.3 model release occurs around 0.02s, and accelerates 
under gravity in the Z plane only until the onset of flow occurs around 0.06s. 
Expected acceleration under standard gravity ( ( )  
 
 
           ) is included 
in this plot to demonstrate the relative accuracy of the image analysis method. 
Subsequent to the onset of flow, model horizontal displacement (X) results due to 
acceleration under drag. The increase in vertical acceleration (Z) beyond gravity is 
attributed to negative lift following initial negative (nose-down) angle of attack at 
time of release.  
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Figure 4.3: Measured model displacement in X and Z planes over time (Run211) 
Figure 4.3 is deconstructed into the two axial displacements in Figure 4.4 and 
presented as standard time-displacement (s-t), velocity-time (v-t) and acceleration (a-
t) graphs. The Matlab script file to produce Figure 4.4 from the image data is 
provided at Appendix E-6. 
The time-velocity graphs clearly demonstrate the different rates of change in velocity 
under constant acceleration. The calculated velocity and acceleration values for each 
time step are taken as per equation (4.2) and (4.3) where           . 
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Figure 4.4: s-t, v-t, a-t graphs for Run211 
The model vertical acceleration (  ) under gravity and then under the combined 
gravity and negative lift following onset of flow are distinct and readily calculated 
by fit of a linear line of best fit by manner of least squares reduction. 
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The second stage vertical acceleration under gravity and lift for Run211,       
            ⁄ , which when accounting for gravity, yields an overall lift force, 
          . 
      (    ),               
 ⁄             ⁄             
  (     )(             ), 
  (     )(        ), 
          . 
The horizontal acceleration for Run211                 
 ⁄  yields an overall 
drag force,          . 
                      
 ⁄             
  (     )(       ), 
          
4.2.2 Run273 
Onset of flow in Run273 occurred only 4.5×10
-3
 seconds after the model string was 
cut by the solenoid. As a result of such a small amount of time between release and 
onset of flow, the model did not descend far enough from the release point for the 
whole of the model including fins to be within the core flow diameter.   
That the model tail and fins were not subject to the full and equal pressure 
distribution combined with full pressure at the nose of the model exacerbated a slight 
negative angle of attack. The rapid change in model angle of attack during Run273 
can be seen in Figure 4.5 as can the length of the bow shock wave forming along the 
length of the model from frame 546 until the model leaves the visible area at frame 
591. 
The insufficient time from model release to flow onset and extreme model angle of 
attack during free-flight exceeded the design parameters of the project. Overall 
accelerations of the model during Run273 are presented for interest, however the out 
of parameter run means the subsequent analysis and CD determination are not 
directly comparable to Run211 or Run274. 
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Figure 4.5: Sequence of images from Run273 
The immediate onset of flow relative to the release of the model, and subsequent 
acceleration of the model to a high angle of attack can be seen in both Figure 4.5 and 
Figure 4.6. 
420 429 438 447
456 465 474 483
492 501 510 519
528 537 546 555
564 573 582 591
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Figure 4.6: Overlay image of model cg (Run273) 
 
Figure 4.7: Measured model displacement in X and Z planes over time (Run273) 
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Model displacement, velocity and acceleration profiles both vertically and 
horizontally remain consistent with the assumption of constant (linear) acceleration. 
Centre of gravity position measurement error around 0.06 seconds introduces an 
outlier point skewing the velocity and acceleration plots.  
 
Figure 4.8: s-t, v-t, a-t graphs for Run273 
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The overall vertical acceleration for Run273,                  
 ⁄  , which 
accounting for gravity, yields an overall lift force,           . 
      (    ),               
 ⁄             ⁄             
  (     )(             ), 
  (     )(        ), 
          . 
The overall horizontal acceleration determined indirectly from image analysis of 
Run273,                 
 ⁄  yields an overall drag force,          . 
        ,              
 ⁄             
  (     )(       ), 
         . 
Whilst Run273 did not yield a drag force value comparable to Run211, Run274 or 
the ScramSpace CFD predictions, it was the first experimental run to include the on-
board orientation sensor and thus allows the first comparison of directly measured 
acceleration from the orientation sensor with interpreted acceleration form the image 
analysis. 
Figure 4.9 presents the horizontal acceleration values indirectly measured from the 
image analysis of Figure 4.8 with the time synchronised orientation sensor direct 
acceleration measurement in the same plane. The orientation sensor point shown of 
         ⁄  is within limits of the indirect acceleration values for the same period 
of the run.  Only the single orientation sensor data point aligned with the short 
measured duration of the run (0.08s) 
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Figure 4.9: Aligned orientation sensor and image accelerations (Run273) 
4.2.3 Run274 
Trigger of the solenoid model release was considerably delayed in Run274 with 
onset of flow occurring well in advance of the model release. The late release of the 
model can be seen clearly in the image sequence of Figure 4.10, with flow onset in 
frame 399 and the suspension string clearly visible. The string is not cut until 
approximately frame 487, by which time the model had developed a clear nose down 
negative angle of attack.  
Post-release, the model free-flight shows evidence of dynamic stability; where cp is 
aft of cg, with the angle of attack reducing toward zero at approximately frame 575. 
The late release of the model, coinciding with the model suspension further toward 
the centre of the core flow than in Run211 and Run273 may have allowed the 
pressure distribution along the length of the model to fully develop prior to free-
flight and facilitated the observed dynamic stability whilst within the core flow. 
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Figure 4.10: Sequence of images from Run274 
Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 present the model cg displacement-time data, again the 
horizontal acceleration under drag is observed prior to vertical acceleration (  ) 
under gravity and lift. 
The time-displacement, time-velocity and time-acceleration graphs in the vertical (Z) 
and horizontal (X) planes for Run274 are shown in Figure 4.13.  
 
388 399 410 421
432 443 454 465
476 487 498 509
520 531 542 553
564 575 586 597
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Figure 4.11: Measured model displacement in X and Z planes over time (Run274) 
 
 
Figure 4.12: Overlay image of model cg (Run274) 
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Figure 4.13: s-t, v-t, a-t graphs for Run274 
Linear line of best fit to the overall vertical acceleration for Run274 produced 
                 
 ⁄ , which when accounting for contribution of gravity, yields 
an overall lift force,           . 
      (    ),               
 ⁄             ⁄             
  (     )(             ), 
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  (     )(        ), 
          . 
Linear line of best fit to the overall horizontal acceleration for Run274 produces 
                
 ⁄  and yields an overall drag force of          . 
        ,              
 ⁄             
  (     )(       ), 
         . 
The X-plane (horizontal) accelerations from the time synchronised orientation sensor 
data and the time-acceleration image analysis results are presented in Figure 4.14. 
Two data points from the direct measured x-axis acceleration are within the image 
analysis time period.  The respective accelerations of          ⁄  and          ⁄  
are considerably less than the mean horizontal acceleration of 
                
 ⁄ . The correlation between direct and indirectly measured 
accelerations may be improved through the transformation of the individual axis 
sensor results to a resolved horizontal acceleration using the gyro sensor roll data. 
 
Figure 4.14: Aligned orientation sensor and image accelerations (Run274) 
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4.3 Mean drag coefficient from image analysis 
The following section provides a detailed example of the mean or overall drag 
coefficient CD as calculated for Run211. Table 4.2 at the end of this section presents 
the results of the same calculations for Runs 273 and 274. 
Recalling equation (2.8) for the overall Drag coefficient CD; 
   
 
 
     
  
 (2.8) 
Where the overall drag force, D, was presented in section 4.2 and the freestream 
density   , and freestream velocity    are to be determined from the pre-expansion 
flow density and temperature tunnel data first presented in Table 3.4. 
Table 4.1: Summary of initial values by experimental run 
Run number 
Drag force,   
(N) 
Mass (kg)    (kPa)    (K) 
211 5.9678 0.232 946 575 
273 8.9318 0.229 924 574 
274 6.4182 0.229 929 575 
Constants 
      
          ⁄  
        
              
Notes:  
1. ScramSpace reference area A = 1m2 (Brown un-pub.),  
model reference area therefore    
 
 
 
               
2. M6 nozzle produces a nominal flow of Mach 5.85 in core flow 
 
 
Figure 4.15: M6 Expansion Nozzle Flow Nomenclature 
The ideal gas law stated in equation (2.9) along with the isentropic expansion factor 
or heat capacity ratio   govern the subsequent equations for determining the 
p0 
T0 
p∞ 
T∞ 
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adiabatic expansion ratios from the measured pre-expansion values of    and    at 
the upstream side to the freestream values of    and    as seen in Figure 4.15. 
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For Run211,          
            , therefore from equation (2.9), 
            
 ⁄ . 
a) Calculate freestream pressure    from equation (2.10): 
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Freestream pressure              
b) Calculate freestream density    from equation (2.11): 
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Freestream density              
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c) Calculate freestream temperature    from equation (2.12): 
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Freestream temperature           
d) Calculate freestream velocity   from equation (2.13): 
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Freestream velocity           ⁄  
e) Calculate drag coefficient CD, from equation (2.8): 
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Table 4.2 presents the summary of mean CD for each respective experimental run. 
The mean CD is relatively consistent across the three runs. That Run274 has the 
lowest relative CD is consistent with the observation that the flight maintained the 
most stable angle of attack whilst in the core flow of approximately        . 
Full workings following the above process for Run273 and Run274 are provided at 
Appendix G. 
Table 4.2: Summary of Mean CD by experimental run 
 Mean CD 
Run211 0.0288 
Run273 0.0443 
Run274 0.0315 
4.4  Measurement uncertainties 
The uncertainties in the test flow conditions, cg measurement both physical and by 
image analysis, and synchronicity of the orientation sensor data to the flow time 
contribute to an overall measurement uncertainty to be considered when reviewing 
the results. 
The pre-expansion measurements of    and    have been determined over a number 
of experimental campaigns and translate to post-expansion flow condition 
uncertainty. Whilst the knife edge balance technique is suitable for determining the 
Xcg location, marking of the location and subsequent measurement reduces 
confidence to       . Xcg and Zcg location within images is dependent upon the 
accuracy of marker placement. When applied consistently by an experienced user, 
the cg location can be accurately located within a 3px × 3px region. While scaling 
varies for each experimental setup, for Run274 this equates to a location within a 
             sided square region of               (       ).  The 
accumulated uncertainty in calculated CD is a resultant 12%. 
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Table 4.3: Measurement Uncertainties 
Measurement Uncertainty (err) 
        
            
Xcg (physical)              
Xcg (image) 5px     
Zcg (image) 5px     
Time synchronicity 0.01s     
CD       
Total uncertainty is determined as the root of summed squares of individual error 
contributions per equation (4.4): 
    √∑    
  (4.4) 
    √                   , 
    √      ,  
          . 
4.5 Drag coefficent of ScramSpace vehicle 
Figure 4.16 provides a series of CFD CD estimates across an angle of attack range 
from 0 to 18 degrees. The series of plots are based on initial numbers provided by 
the ScramSpace team (Brown un-pub.). The following Figure 4.17 summarises the 
plots of Figure 4.16 for the post-expansion free-stream number of Mach 5.85 
produced by the TUSQ M6 nozzle in this experimental campaign.  
Whilst the optimum range for ScramSpace is in the region of 0 to 2 degrees AoA and 
the launch condition for this project was to be 0 degrees AoA, the greater AoA range 
is of considerable interest considering the observed free-flight paths of the models. 
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Figure 4.16: CD estimates from CFD (Brown un-pub.) 
The CD values determined through this experimental campaign and resulting analysis 
summarised in Table 4.2 are not directly comparable with the theoretical range 
presented in Figure 4.17 as the mean CD values determined from the image analysis 
are calculated over a range of AoA during free-flight.  It is satisfying to observe that 
the mean CD values for Run211 (                ) and Run274 (      
          ) are within sight of the range shown in Figure 4.17. Run273 is 
considerably higher due to the extreme AoA observed. 
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Figure 4.17: CD with varying AoA (alpha) at Mach 5.85 
4.5.1 Instantaneous and mean drag from on-board orientation sensor 
Further analysis of the orientation sensor data is required to produce independent 
mean drag force as measured directly by the sensor accelerometers. The y-axis offset 
of the orientation sensor requires the processed X, Y and Z axis accelerations be 
transformed to the model cg location.  The orientation sensor X, Y and Z gyro roll 
rates in degrees per second provide key model orientation state information to be 
incorporated into the transformation. Calibration and error measurement of the 
orientation sensor is required prior to full interpretation and the respective 
uncertainty level of the transformed data can be provided. 
The X axis instantaneous accelerations compared in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.14 to 
the image based horizontal acceleration for Run273 and Run274 respectively do not 
adequately account for model angle of attack (pitch), roll or yaw during free flight 
until such transformation is applied. 
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For the purpose of this project it is satisfactory that the image and orientation sensor 
data can be accurately time-synchronised as detailed in section 3.6.3 and to observe 
that the un-transformed accelerations do not excessively vary from the image-based 
acceleration analysis. 
4.5.2 Instantaneous and mean drag from image analysis 
The mean CD results for Run211 and 274 are satisfactory evidence that aerodynamic 
forces can be determined experimentally with free-flying real vehicle geometries and 
that the determined values do correlate with CFD predictions. 
The method of determining the model position pitch vector  ⃗    (         ) using 
a sampling interval of 10 frames is useful only for determining mean aerodynamic 
forces.  Reducing the sampling interval with the current data set would provide 
improved confidence in all values, and reduce the uncertainty level regarding the 
determined acceleration values and respective AoA.  The most efficient method of 
analysing the full data set would be an expansion of the script file at Appendix E-5 
with a canny threshold function file specified in Appendix E-4 able to reduce the 
silhouette of the model to  ⃗    in a similar fashion as that employed by Laurence and 
Hornung (2009) and Mudford et al. (un-pub.).  Such an exercise is the most logical 
progression from this project with the current data set. 
With greater resolution in the model  ⃗    over the experimental period, confidence in 
the model AoA should lead a researcher to estimate instantaneous CD for a given 
AoA and produce analysis of the moment effect between cg and cp.  Such data 
analysis would prove valuable in the evaluation of CFD predictions and evaluation 
of model design. 
4.6 Validation of free-flight experiments with real vehicle geometries 
The project campaign, particularly experimental runs 211 and 274 demonstrated the 
capability of the TUSQ tunnel in conduct of free-flight experiments.  Whilst each run 
was affected to some degree by the release mechanism and timing with onset of 
flow, the mean CD calculations were experimentally determined to a degree of 
confidence which should give further researchers comfort that the facility and 
techniques are both viable and worthy of further exploration. 
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The possibility exists to extend the present analysis to instantaneous CD values for a 
known AoA both through enhanced image analysis techniques and improved 
utilisation of the on-board orientation sensor data log rate. 
There are a number of considerations in conducting free-flight experiments with real 
vehicle geometries, and each design will introduce its own complexity. Particular 
attention should be paid to the model release mechanism, timing and model position 
at flow onset, and the model angle of attack at release. 
4.7 Present experimental limitations 
The limitations of the present experimental design affect both the data presented 
within this report and extrapolation to future campaigns. 
Single-plane image capture, as used in this experimental campaign, is limited in its 
ability to measure model free-flight behaviour.  A free-flying model, by its nature, is 
unrestrained in all six degrees of freedom. Thus, depending on the model geometry, 
it may be difficult to measure all aspects of model movement and rotation. With 
reference to this specific experimental set up, image capture solely of the X-Z plane 
did not readily allow for measurement of lateral movement in the Z-Y plane without 
a second image looking down upon the test section. Further, model roll and yaw may 
be inferred through changes in the model silhouette, however measurement of such 
reaction under flow is difficult to undertake with a useful degree of confidence. 
The use of an on-board orientation sensor package with resolution or sampling 
frequency between 100 and 300Hz (6-18 times greater than available for this 
campaign) would aid the researcher in determining the model yaw and roll, though 
would most likely be unsatisfactory in determining lateral Z-Y displacement. 
As stated in the section 3.4.7, increasing the sampling rate of captured images will 
aid in improved confidence with recorded data.  Further, the development of an 
automated edge detect routine capable of resolving complex silhouette shapes that 
may change under roll, yaw and displacement will improve the confidence level in 
stated results. 
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4.8 Further work 
The experience from this experimental campaign highlights a number of areas 
available for future exploration of the existing data set and of free-flight experiments 
more generally at TUSQ. 
The design and test of an alternative low profile model release mechanism capable of 
releasing the model with timing precision, at differing attitudes or AoA, without 
introduction of initial model yaw, roll or pitch momentum would aid future 
researchers in conduct of free-flight experiments. Other facilities have employed 
either mechanical (Beyers 1977; Naumann & Ende 1989) or magnetic (Owen & 
Owen 2007) launch mechanisms, though not without introduction of complexity in 
timing, or residual force artefacts which require the researcher to conduct extensive 
calibration and data reduction in analysis 
There is considerable opportunity for the development of an on-board orientation 
sensor solution suitable for free-flight experiments.  As stated previously, a sampling 
and data logging frequency of between 100 and 300 Hz is appropriate for the flow 
durations achieved at TUSQ.  Such a custom solution would satisfy the following 
criteria: 
a) include a modular design suitable for differing model profiles; 
b) minimise volume and mass; 
c) utilise low cost commercially available components where practical; 
d) permit orientation sampling of 100-300Hz; 
e) permit orientation sampling of X, Y, and Z accelerations and roll rates; 
f) be able to withstand up to 8g accelerations in all axes of microsecond 
duration (including connections); 
g) possess a wireless data transfer capability such that an assembled model need 
not be dissembled between runs; 
h) have either an on-board memory which may be accessed by wireless method 
post run, or, a ‘live’ data transfer rate aligned with the orientation sensor rate 
stated above; 
i) include a power source able to provide up to 2 hours operation between 
charges; 
j) have the ability to charge the solution power source either wirelessly or with 
minimal interference to model assembly; 
k) be of proportional mass in subcomponents such that distributed components 
do not require excessive the model design to account for cg distribution; 
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l) provide calibration instruction for installed components; and  
m) be accompanied by Matlab code to translate orientation sensor data from 
installed location to model cg location and model coordinate reference frame. 
The data set from the present experimental campaign is sufficient to enable expanded 
image analysis and data reduction to explore instantaneous aerodynamic forces 
across the range of model angle of attack exhibited in each run. The present analysis 
utilised Matlab script designed specifically for this project. As such, there is room to 
expand the script set and scope to enable analysis for any free-flight campaign where 
the specific model geometry and resulting silhouette is accounted for in a sub-
function specific to the experimental campaign. Such a script development exercise 
might leverage the script files provided within this report at Appendix E and seek to 
apply the edge detect methodology used by Laurence and Hornung (2009) and 
Mudford et al. (un-pub.).  
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Chapter 5 Conclusions 
The present experimental campaign has demonstrated the ability to experimentally 
determine both mean CD data across a run and instantaneous acceleration directly 
measured via on-board orientation sensor at TUSQ. 
Mean CD results presented in section 4.2 are greater than the predicted CD from the 
ScramSpace CFD analysis although this is accounted for by the change in vehicle 
AoA throughout the run. That the values are near to the CFD predicted CD for 16 
degrees AoA provide confidence that free-flight experiment conduct at TUSQ can be 
refined and analysis developed such that experimentally determined CD provides a 
valuable contribution to hypersonic vehicle design and ground testing. 
There is ample opportunity to develop equipment and analysis methodology in free-
flight experiments at TUSQ which expand the facility capability in ground testing of 
real vehicle geometries and determination of aerodynamic forces. With such 
development free-flight experiments at TUSQ can contribute to the ground-testing 
validation of future hypersonic vehicle designs and CFD predictions. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A Project Specification 
University of Southern Queensland 
Faculty of Engineering and Surveying 
ENG4111/4112 Research Project 
PROJECT SPECIFICATION 
Student: Rodney Ennis – W0055104 
Topic: Free Flight Experiment in the TUSQ Hypersonic Wind Tunnel 
Supervisors: Dr David Buttsworth  
Enrolment: ENG4111 – S1, EXT, 2013 
ENG4112 – S2, EXT, 2013 
Project Aim: To determine the aerodynamic drag coefficient CD of the UQ 
ScramSpace scram jet engine module under free-flight conditions in a 
hypersonic air wind tunnel. 
Sponsorship: Nil 
Project Partners: Nil 
Programme: Issue A, 12 March 2013 
1. Research methods for experimental determination of an aerodynamic drag 
coefficient CD in hypersonic test facilities and produce a literature review of such 
experimental methods. 
2. Design and commission a scaled representative model of the UQ ScramSpace 
vehicle suitable for use in the TUSQ hypersonic air wind tunnel. 
3. Design and conduct a series of wind tunnel experiments to produce photographic 
record of a representative ScramSpace model in hypersonic standard air flow 
utilising the following conduct configurations; 
4. With the model in free flight conditions (no sting or suspension), 
or should this method prove untenable, 
5. With the model in supported condition utilising a sting. 
6. With 0o angle of attack. 
7. Analyse the experimental data (photographic or force measurement) to determine 
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experimental aerodynamic drag coefficient CD. 
8. Present a 15-minute research project synopsis of conduct and experimentally 
determined drag coefficient CD. 
9. Submit an academic dissertation presenting the experimentally determined drag 
coefficient CD. 
 
As time permits: 
10. Research the correlation of experimentally determined and analytically calculated 
aerodynamic drag coefficients in hypersonic flow. 
11. Compare experimentally determined drag coefficient with analytically calculated 
drag coefficients. 
12. Conduct an extended series of experiments with the model at varying degrees of 
angle of attack. 
Should the opportunity present 
13. Conduct a series of free flight condition experiments with on-board electronic g-
force and accelerometer measurement of the forces experienced by the model under 
free flight test conditions. 
14. Compare photographically and electronically determined drag coefficients. 
 
 
Agreed:      
 (Student)  (Supervisor) 
13 March 2013 (Date)  (Date) 
    
Examiner / Co-examiner:    
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Appendix B Experimental ‘As-Run’ Configurations 
Experimental 
Run Number  
Part Name Drawing 
Number 
Revision 
Number 
Comments 
RUN211 General Dimensions 
(Assembly) 
DWG001 0  
Nose Cone DWG002 0 Material used: Mild Steel 
Body Top DWG003 0  
Body Bottom DWG004 0 No chemical conversion 
Aft Collar DWG005 0  
Winglet DWG006 0  
Fin DWG007 0  
Ballast DWG008 0 Ballast 1 (circular) required 
additional machining of 
12mm dimension to 15mm 
to permit simultaneous 
installation to both 
hemispherical body halves 
Orientation Sensor 
Package 
- NA Not Used 
     
RUN273 General Dimensions 
(Assembly) 
DWG001 0  
Nose Cone DWG002 0 Material used: Mild Steel 
Body Top DWG003 1  
Body Bottom DWG004 1 No chemical conversion 
Aft Collar DWG005 0  
Winglet DWG006 0  
Fin DWG007 1  
Ballast DWG008 1 Ballast 2, rectangular was 
not used due to oversize on-
board package 
Orientation Sensor 
Package 
- - Installed 
     
RUN274 General Dimensions 
(Assembly) 
DWG001 0  
Nose Cone DWG002 0 Material used: Mild Steel 
Body Top DWG003 1  
Body Bottom DWG004 1 No chemical conversion 
Aft Collar DWG005 0  
Winglet DWG006 0  
Fin DWG007 1  
Ballast DWG008 1 Ballast 2, rectangular was 
not used due to oversize on-
board package 
Orientation Sensor 
Package 
- - Installed 
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Appendix C Model Drawings 
Three revisions of the 3D modelled assembly of parts and associated drawing 
packages were produced in completion of the project. 
DRAFT – General Dimensions.drw – 7pages, 5 parts 
1. General Dimensions DWG001 - sheet 1 of 7 ...................... page 88 
2. Nosecone DWG002 - sheet 2 of 7 ...................... page 90 
3. Body DWG003 - sheet 3 of 7 ...................... page 92 
4. Aft Collar DWG004 - sheet 4 of 7 ...................... page 97 
5. Winglet DWG005 - sheet 5 of 7 ...................... page 99 
6. Fin DWG006 - sheet 6 of 7 .................... page 101 
7. Model_COG_Report - - sheet 7 of 7 .................... page 106 
V00 – FreeFlyerModel_OPT2_REV00.drg – 9pages, 8 parts 
1. General Assembly DWG001 v00 sheet 1 of 9 ...................... page 89 
2. Nosecone DWG002 v00 sheet 2 of 9 ...................... page 91 
3. Body Top DWG003 v00 sheet 3 of 9 ...................... page 93 
4. Body Bottom DWG004 v00 sheet 4 of 9 ...................... page 95 
5. Aft Collar DWG005 v00 sheet 5 of 9 ...................... page 98 
6. Winglet DWG006 v00 sheet 6 of 9 .................... page 100 
7. Fin DWG007 v00 sheet 7 of 9 .................... page 102 
8. Ballasts 1 and 2 DWG008 v00 sheet 8 of 9 .................... page 104 
9. Model_COG_Report - v00 sheet 9 of 9 .................... page 107 
V00 – FreeFlyerModel_OPT2_REV01.drg – 9pages, 8 parts 
1. General Assembly DWG001 v00 sheet 1 of 9 ...................... page 89 
2. Nosecone DWG002 v00 sheet 2 of 9 ...................... page 91 
3. Body Top DWG003 v01 sheet 3 of 9 ...................... page 94 
4. Body Bottom DWG004 v01 sheet 4 of 9 ...................... page 96 
5. Aft Collar DWG005 v00 sheet 5 of 9 ...................... page 98 
6. Winglet DWG006 v00 sheet 6 of 9 .................... page 100 
7. Fin DWG007 v01 sheet 7 of 9 .................... page 103 
8. Ballasts 1 and 2 DWG008 v01 sheet 8 of 9 .................... page 105 
9. Model_COG_Report - v01 sheet 9 of 9 .................... page 108 
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Appendix D Hypersonic wind tunnels 
Design
ation 
Type 
Test 
duration 
(ms) 
 Or ×10
-3
s 
Location 
CAL Hypersonic Shock Tunnel  Cornell Aeronautical 
Laboratory, Buffalo, NY, 
USA 
T4 Shock Tunnel  University of Queensland 
(UQ), Brisbane, QLD, 
Australia 
T5 Hypervelocity shock 
tunnel 
 California Institute of 
Technology, Pasadena, CA, 
USA 
TUSQ Ludweig tube ~200 University of Southern 
Queensland (USQ), 
Toowoomba, QLD, Australia 
HWT1   Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency (JAXA), Chofu, 
Tokyo, Japan 
HWT2   Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency (JAXA), Chofu, 
Tokyo, Japan 
HST   Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency (JAXA), Chofu, 
Tokyo, Japan 
HIEST High Enthalpy Shock 
Tunnel 
2 Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency (JAXA), Kakuda, 
Miyagi, Japan 
HST1 Hypersonic Shock Tunnel  Indian Institute of Science 
(IISc), Bangalore, India 
HST2 Hypersonic Shock Tunnel 0.8 Indian Institute of Science 
(IISc), Bangalore, India 
ISL Shock Tunnel 10-15 Institute of Saint-Louis (ISL), 
Saint-Louis, France 
LDWT Hypersonic Low Density 
Wind Tunnel 
 University of Oxford, Osney 
Laboratory, Oxford, UK 
Note: The above, non-exhaustive, list of wind tunnels were used by the researchers 
referenced within this project and literature review. Many facilities beyond this list 
may be in use throughout the world.  
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Appendix E Matlab Code 
Appendix E-1 theoretical_behaviour.m 
%% theoretical_behaviour.m 
% Modelling of the expected behaviour in the wind tunnel 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clc 
clear all 
close all 
  
%% Parameters 
m = 0.232; % mass in kg 
g = 9.81; % acceleration under gravity (m/s^2) 
rho = 1.23; % kg/m^3 density of standard air 
Vf = 990.87; % m/s  Velocity of fluid  
Vm = 0; % m/s  Velocity of model  
V = Vf - Vm; % m/s  Velocity of model relative to fluid 
A = (1/9)^2; % m^2 unit reference area 
Cd=0.027; 
rhoinf=0.0343; 
Uinf=990.87; 
%% %%%%%%%% 
D = 0.5*rhoinf*Uinf^2*A*Cd  % Drag Force 
horizaccel = D/m; % m/s^2 artificial horizontal 
acceleration 
% model released under gravity from rest at position 
(0,0,0) [x,y,z] 
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% x = from left to right of wind tunne, horizontal 
movement 
% y = out of the page, lateral movement 
% z = top to botom, vertical movement 
tstep = 0.5e-3; % in seconds, equal to sampint 0.5ms 
timems = 0:tstep:180e-3; %time array 
%% %%%%%%%%%% 
vx0 = 0; %initial horizontal velocity 
vy0 = 0; %initial lateral velocity 
vz0 = 0; %initial vertical velocity 
sx0 = 0; % initial horizontal distance 
sy0 = 0; % initial lateral distance 
sz0 = 0; % initial veritical distance 
  
z = sz0 + vz0*timems + 0.5*g*timems.^2; 
x = sx0 + vx0*timems + 0.5*horizaccel*timems.^2; 
  
str1=sprintf('Displacement with time'); 
figure 
plot(timems,z,'-k',timems,x,'-.k'); hold on; 
title(str1);xlabel('time (sec)');ylabel('distance m'); 
grid on; 
legend('z - vertical','x - 
horizontal','Location','Best'); 
  
pz = polyfit(timems(:),z(:),2); 
px = polyfit(timems(:),x(:),2); 
Fd = (2*px(1)*m) 
Cd = Fd/(0.5*rhoinf*(Uinf^2)*A) 
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Appendix E-2 tif2avi.m 
%% tif2avi.m 
% Convert images to Avi file 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
function tif2avi 
  
clc; close all; 
[imagelist,p]=uigetfile('*.tif','MultiSelect','on',... 
     'Select LIST to plot'); pause(0.5); cd(p); 
 if ~iscell(imagelist); disp('imagelist not cell'); 
return; end; 
  
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 % Ask user to enter Name File. 
 prompt = {'Enter new video file name'}; 
 numlines = 1; 
 name = 'FileName'; 
 defaultans = {'0_ScramSpace_Video_ShotNo_'}; 
 [FileName] = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultans); 
  
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 % Ask user to enter frame rate. 
 prompt = {'Enter video frame rate (fps)'}; 
 numlines = 1; 
 name = 'fps'; 
 defaultans = {'8'}; 
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 [Ans] = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultans); 
 fps = str2num(Ans{1}) 
  
%% sourced Sat 13 Jul 13 
% 
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/16290323/converting-
tiff-images-to-avi-in-matlab 
outputVideo = VideoWriter(FileName{1}); 
outputVideo.FrameRate = fps(1); 
outputVideo.Quality = 100; 
open(outputVideo); 
  
for k=1:numel(imagelist) 
    img=imread(imagelist{k}); 
    writeVideo(outputVideo,img); 
end 
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Appendix E-3 rgbtif2graytif.m 
%% rgbtif2graytif.m 
% This matlab script file is used to convert a number of 
RGB tif files to 
% grayscale tif files suitable for canny threshold 
analysis 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Convert colour tiff to grayscale 
function rbgtif2graytif 
clc 
clear all 
close all 
  
[imagelist,p]=uigetfile('*.jpg','MultiSelect','off',... 
     'Select LIST to convert'); pause(0.5); cd(p); 
 %if ~iscell(imagelist); disp('imagelist not cell'); 
return; end; 
 mkdir('grayscale'); 
  
for k=1:numel(imagelist) 
    cd(p); 
    img=imread(imagelist{k}); 
    J=rgb2gray(img); 
    [path,name,ext]=fileparts(imagelist{k}); 
    o=[p 'grayscale\']; 
    cd(o); 
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    str=[name 'gry.tif']; 
    imwrite(J,str,'tif'); 
end 
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Appendix E-4 CannyThreshold.m 
%% CannyThreshold.m 
% Modelling of the expected behaviour in the wind tunnel 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function CannyThreshold 
    % file to help tweak canny threshold parameters for 
a given run. 
    clear all 
    close all 
    clc 
  
    global h1 h2 img imageraw threshcannymod 
     
    %Set figures to display 
    h1 = figure('Units','normalized','Position',[0 0.5 
0.3 0.3]); 
    h2 = figure('Units','normalized','Position',[0 0.1 
0.3 0.3]); 
     
    % Call a sample file (you will need to comment out 
filepath and 
    % filename below if turning this uigetfile on. 
     [filename,filepath] = uigetfile('*.tif','Select 
file to test edge detect with'); 
     
    % for code testing purposes it's easier to specify a 
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file 
    %filepath = 
('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\GrayscaleImages\
Run_TUSQ209gry\'); 
    %filename = ('RUN209_000gry.tif'); 
     
    img = [filepath filename]; 
    imageraw = imread(img,'tiff'); 
     
    %Set original canny thresholds  
    % values used by neil for window detect were [0.1 
0.45] 
    % values used by neil for model detect were [0.39 
0.5] 
    % Edge detection threshold parameters for the canny 
edge detection  
    % system for the model 
    threshcannymod = [0.06 0.32]; 
     
     
    %display original grayscale tiff 
    figure(h1); 
imshow(imageraw,'InitialMagnification','fit'); 
    %detect image edges using original settings 
    BWimage2 = edge(imageraw,'canny',threshcannymod); 
    %display the BW edge image 
    figure(h2); 
imshow(BWimage2,'InitialMagnification','fit'); 
  
    % Add 2 x slider uicontrols to control the two canny 
threshold numbers. 
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    % Threshcannymod(1) 
    uicontrol('Style', 'slider',... 
        'Min',0,'Max',1,'Value',threshcannymod(1),... 
        'SliderStep',[0.01 0.05],'Position', [100 20 120 
20],... 
        'Callback', {@threshcanny1,threshcannymod});   % 
Slider function handle callback 
                                                       % 
Implemented as a subfunction 
    % Add a text uicontrol to label the slider. 
    str1=['threshcanny1 = ' num2str(threshcannymod(1))]; 
    uicontrol('Style','text',... 
        'Position',[100 5 120 20],... 
        'String',str1) 
     
    % Threshcannymod(2) 
    uicontrol('Style', 'slider',... 
        'Min',0,'Max',1,'Value',threshcannymod(2),... 
        'SliderStep',[0.01 0.05],'Position', [400 20 120 
20],... 
        'Callback', {@threshcanny2,threshcannymod});   % 
Slider function handle callback 
                                                       % 
Implemented as a subfunction 
    % Add a text uicontrol to label the slider. 
    str2=['threshcanny2 = ' num2str(threshcannymod(2))]; 
    uicontrol('Style','text',... 
        'Position',[400 5 120 20],... 
        'String',str2) 
end 
 %%  
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 function threshcanny1(hObj,event,ax) %#ok<INUSL> 
    global h1 h2 img imageraw threshcannymod 
    % Called to set zlim of surface in figure axes 
    % when user moves the slider control  
    threshcannymod(1) = get(hObj,'Value'); 
    BWimage2 = edge(imageraw,'canny',threshcannymod); 
    figure(h2); 
imshow(BWimage2,'InitialMagnification','fit'); 
    % update text with slider position. 
    str1=['threshcanny1 = ' num2str(threshcannymod(1))]; 
    uicontrol('Style','text',... 
        'Position',[100 5 120 20],... 
        'String',str1) 
end 
 %%  
function threshcanny2(hObj,event,ax) %#ok<INUSL> 
    global h1 h2 img imageraw threshcannymod 
    % Called to set zlim of surface in figure axes 
    % when user moves the slider control  
    threshcannymod(2) = get(hObj,'Value'); 
    BWimage2 = edge(imageraw,'canny',threshcannymod); 
    figure(h2); 
imshow(BWimage2,'InitialMagnification','fit'); 
    % update text with slider position. 
    str2=['threshcanny2 = ' num2str(threshcannymod(2))]; 
    uicontrol('Style','text',... 
        'Position',[400 5 120 20],... 
        'String',str2) 
end 
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Appendix E-5 RunXXXmanual.m 
%% RunXXXmanual.m 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Free-flight model experiments conducted in the TUSQ 
wind tunnel at  
% the University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba, QLD, 
Australia. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear all 
clc 
close all 
WD=cd; 
%% Set up blank figures for plots to come 
%Get screensize for figures 
scrnsz = get(0, 'ScreenSize'); 
%h1 = figure('Units','normalized','Position',[0 0.5 0.3 
0.3]); 
%h2 = figure('Units','normalized','Position',[0.5 0.5 
0.3 0.3]); 
%h3 = figure('Units','normalized','Position',[0 0.1 0.3 
0.3]); 
%h4 = figure('Units','normalized','Position',[0.5 0.1 
0.3 0.3]); 
h5 = figure('Units','normalized','Position',[0 0 1 1]); 
h6 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
h7 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Ask user to select shot number. 
prompt = {'Enter Shot Number (use 211 as default)'}; 
numlines = 1; 
name = 'Shotnumber'; 
defaultans = {'211'}; 
[Ans] = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultans); 
shotnum = str2num(Ans{1}) 
%shotnum = 211; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% set frame range for each shot. First frame is first 
frame with motion 
% span of action for Run 209 is files 19 to 257 
% span of action for Run 119 is files 54 to 306 - after 
that, cannot see 
% tail nor nose and therefore lsq fitting ceases to be 
effective 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
switch shotnum; %TUSQ shot numbering  
  case 209 
      startfile = 000; 
      endfile = 448; 
      background = 449; 
    case 211 
        startfile = 000; 
        endfile = 275; %reduced as tail drops out of 
view 
        %endfile = 385; 
        background = 403; 
    case 273 
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        startfile = 400; 
        endfile = 574; %reduced as tail drops out of 
view 
        %endfile = 385; 
        background = 670; 
    case 274 
        startfile = 300; 
        endfile = 550; %reduced as tail drops out of 
view 
        %endfile = 385; 
        background = 638; 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Ask user to determine full code run or test code run.  
%choice = menu('Choose Full Code-Run or Test-Run','Full 
Run','Test Code')  
choice = 1; 
if choice == 1 
    startfile = startfile; 
    endfile = endfile; %full run  
elseif choice == 2 
    startfile = startfile; 
    endfile = startfile + 30; %test run 
end   
  
% will first perform the manual measurements for every 
tenth image 
imagecount=10 
% Ask user to select increment for manual proces. 
%prompt = {'Enter increment(10 is default)'}; 
%numlines = 1; 
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%name = 'increment'; 
%defaultans = {'10'}; 
%[imagecount] = 
inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultans); 
%shotnum = str2num(imagecount{1}) 
fps = 2000; % hsv capture rate, frames per second 
sampint = 1/fps; %sampling interval in seconds 0.5ms 
timems = 0:sampint*imagecount:((endfile-
startfile)*sampint);% time in milliseconds for the image 
file of interest. 
timems = [timems(1:end-1)]'; 
CofMalpha = zeros((endfile-startfile)/imagecount,3); % 
vector for model hemisphere 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% image dimensions in pixels 
picheight = 1024; 
picwidth = 1280; 
%image scale metres per pixel 
% user to define diameter of model in pixels 
%imgloc = uigetdir(['./GrayscaleImages/Run_TUSQ' 
num2str(shotnum) 'gry']); 
imgloc = ['./01_IMAGES/TUSQ_RUN' num2str(shotnum) 
'gry']; 
imagenumber=num2str(startfile, '%03d'); 
imagefilename=['RUN' num2str(shotnum) '_' imagenumber 
'gry' '.tif']; 
imgfile_bground = [imgloc '\RUN' num2str(shotnum) '_' 
... 
imagenumber 'gry' '.tif']; 
figure(h5);set(h5,'Name',imagefilename,'Position',[0 0 1 
1]); 
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BWimageraw = imread(imgfile_bground,'tiff'); 
imshow(BWimageraw,'InitialMagnification',100,'Border','t
ight');hold on; 
[Ax,Ay] = ginput(1); hold on; plot(Ax,Ay,'r+', 
'MarkerSize', 10); 
[Bx,By] = ginput(1); hold on; plot(Bx,By,'r+', 
'MarkerSize', 10); 
d=[Ax,Ay;Bx,By];D=pdist(d,'euclidean'); 
scale = 39.52e-3/D 
  
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% folder containing images relative to current folder: 
switch shotnum 
    case 211 
        Xcg=69.8e-3; 
    case 273 
        Xcg=65.9e-3; 
    case 274 
        Xcg=65.9e-3; 
end 
L=206.34e-3; 
Dm=39.52e-3; 
CoMloc = -(L-Xcg); %CoMloc = d, meters 
beta = atan2 (CoMloc,-(Dm/2)); 
  
for i=1:((endfile-startfile)/imagecount); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % set the file name for the image containing the 
background for removal 
    imagenumber=num2str(startfile+((i-1)*imagecount), 
'%03d'); 
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    imagefilename=['RUN' num2str(shotnum) '_' 
imagenumber 'gry' '.tif']; 
    imgfile_bground = [imgloc '\RUN' num2str(shotnum) 
'_' ... 
    imagenumber 'gry' '.tif']; 
    BWimageraw = imread(imgfile_bground,'tiff'); 
    figure(h5);set(h5,'Name',imagefilename,'Position',[0 
0 1 1]); 
    
imshow(BWimageraw,'InitialMagnification',100,'Border','t
ight');hold on; 
    if i==1; 
        [Ax,Ay] = ginput(1); hold on; plot(Ax,Ay,'r+', 
'MarkerSize', 10); 
        [Bx,By] = ginput(1); hold on; plot(Bx,By,'r+', 
'MarkerSize', 10); 
        CofMalpha(i,3) = atan2(By-Ay,Bx-Ax); %angle of 
attack in radians 
        CmX1= Ax + 
(CoMloc/scale)*cos(CofMalpha(i,3)+beta);% guess at X pos 
of CoM from A 
        CmY1= Ay + 
(CoMloc/scale)*sin(CofMalpha(i,3)+beta);% guess at Y pos 
of CoM from A 
        plot(CmX1,CmY1,'b+', 'MarkerSize', 
15);pause(0.5); 
        CmX2= Bx + (CoMloc/scale)*cos(CofMalpha(i,3)-
(beta+pi()));% guess at X pos of CoM from A 
        CmY2= By + (CoMloc/scale)*sin(CofMalpha(i,3)-
(beta+pi()));% guess at Y pos of CoM from A 
        plot(CmX2,CmY2,'g+', 'MarkerSize', 
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15);pause(0.5); 
        CofMalpha(i,1) = (CmX1+CmX2)/2; %X coord of CofM 
        CofMalpha(i,2) = (CmY1+CmY2)/2; %Y coord of CofM 
        plot(CofMalpha(i,1),CofMalpha(i,2),'r+', 
'MarkerSize', 15);pause(0.5); 
    elseif i>1 
        plot(CofMalpha(i-1,1),CofMalpha(i-1,2),'m+', 
'MarkerSize', 15);hold on; 
        [Ax,Ay] = ginput(1); hold on; plot(Ax,Ay,'r+', 
'MarkerSize', 10); 
        [Bx,By] = ginput(1); hold on; plot(Bx,By,'r+', 
'MarkerSize', 10); 
 CofMalpha(i,3) = atan2(By-Ay,Bx-Ax); %angle of attack 
in radians 
        CmX1= Ax + 
(CoMloc/scale)*cos(CofMalpha(i,3)+beta);% guess at X pos 
of CoM from A 
        CmY1= Ay + 
(CoMloc/scale)*sin(CofMalpha(i,3)+beta);% guess at Y pos 
of CoM from A 
        plot(CmX1,CmY1,'b+', 'MarkerSize', 
15);pause(0.5); 
        CmX2= Bx + (CoMloc/scale)*cos(CofMalpha(i,3)-
(beta+pi()));% guess at X pos of CoM from A 
        CmY2= By + (CoMloc/scale)*sin(CofMalpha(i,3)-
(beta+pi()));% guess at Y pos of CoM from A 
        plot(CmX2,CmY2,'g+', 'MarkerSize', 
15);pause(0.5); 
        CofMalpha(i,1) = (CmX1+CmX2)/2; %X coord of CofM 
        CofMalpha(i,2) = (CmY1+CmY2)/2; %Y coord of CofM 
        plot(CofMalpha(i,1),CofMalpha(i,2),'r+', 
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'MarkerSize', 15);pause(0.5); 
    else 
    end 
end 
%% 
o=['./04_SavedWorkspaces/'];cd(o); 
%start time for X and Z direction poly fit 
zs=5; xs=12; 
CofMalpha2=[(CofMalpha(:,1)-CofMalpha(1,1)).*scale,... 
    (CofMalpha(:,2)-CofMalpha(1,2)).*scale,... 
    (CofMalpha(:,3)-CofMalpha(1,3))]; 
pz = polyfit(timems(zs:end),CofMalpha2(zs:end,2),2) 
px = polyfit(timems(xs:end),CofMalpha2(xs:end,1),2) 
palpha = polyfit(timems(:),CofMalpha2(:,3),3) 
  
polyz = pz(1)*(timems(zs+1:end).^2) + 
pz(2)*timems(zs+1:end) + pz(3); 
polyx = px(1)*(timems(xs+1:end).^2) + 
px(2)*timems(xs+1:end) + px(3); 
polyalpha = palpha(1)*(timems(:).^2) + 
palpha(2)*timems(:) + palpha(3); 
polyalpha2 = polyval(palpha,timems(:)); 
%% %%%%%%% 
% plot figure containing displacement with time 
str6=sprintf('X and Z of Model C_m'); 
figure(h6); 
%Plot X and Z location (in order) 
plot(timems(:),CofMalpha2(:,1),'ks',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w
','MarkerSize',5) 
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hold on; 
plot(timems(:),CofMalpha2(:,2),'kv',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','k
','MarkerSize',5) 
hold on; 
%Plot poly X and Z (in order) 
plot(timems(xs+2:end),polyx(2:end),'k-
.',timems(zs+2:end),polyz(2:end),'k:',... 
    'LineWidth',1) 
title(str6);xlabel('time (sec)');ylabel('distance m 
x10^-^3'); 
grid on; legend('X Location','Z 
Location','Location','Best') 
str=['Run' num2str(shotnum) 'manual-' num2str(fps) 'fps' 
'-XZ']; 
h=gcf;saveas(h,str,'fig'); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%% 
% plot figure containing AoA with time 
str7=sprintf('Angle of Attack (alpha)'); 
figure(h7);plot(timems(:),(CofMalpha(:,3)-
CofMalpha(1,3)).*(180/pi()),... 
    'g-',timems(:),polyalpha2(:).*(180/pi()),'-') 
title(str7);xlabel('time (sec)');ylabel('degrees'); 
grid on; legend('AoA','Location','Best') 
str=['Run' num2str(shotnum) 'manual-' num2str(fps) 'fps' 
'-AoA']; 
h=gcf;saveas(h,str,'fig'); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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cd(WD);h8 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
% plot figure with starting position, final position and 
Cm locations 
str8=sprintf('Model Cm over time'); 
figure(h8); 
set(h8,'Name',str8); 
% call first image 
strtimgnum=num2str(startfile, '%03d'); 
strtimgfname=['RUN' num2str(shotnum) '_' strtimgnum 
'gry' '.tif']; 
strtimg = [imgloc '/' strtimgfname]; 
% plot first image 
strtimgraw= imread(strtimg, 'tiff'); 
imshow(strtimgraw,'InitialMagnification',100,'Border','t
ight');alpha(1);hold on; 
% Plot last image from sample 
BWimageraw = imread(imgfile_bground,'tiff'); 
imshow(BWimageraw,'InitialMagnification',100,'Border','t
ight');alpha(.5);hold on; 
%Plot Cm location 
plot(CofMalpha(:,1),CofMalpha(:,2),'s','Linewidth',1,... 
    'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w', 
'MarkerSize', 5) 
cd(o);str=['Run' num2str(shotnum) 'ShadowImg-' 
num2str(fps) 'fps']; 
h=gcf;saveas(h,str,'fig'); 
  
wrkspacename=['Run' num2str(shotnum) '-' num2str(fps) 
'fps'] 
save(wrkspacename) 
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Appendix E-6 FigureEdit.m 
%% FigureEdit.m 
% This matlab script file is used edit images from 
existing workspaces  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% clear workspace 
close all 
clear all 
clc 
%% Prepare quick links to the working directories and 
figures 
wd=cd; 
wd1=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\01_IMAGES'); 
wd2=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\02_ACCEL'); 
wd3=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\03_TUNNEL'); 
wd4=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\04_SavedWork
spaces'); 
wd5=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\05_OTHERIMAG
ES'); 
% prepare figures for image outputs 
fig1 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig2 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig3 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig4 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig5 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig6 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
%% Ask user to select shot number. 
prompt = {'Enter Shot Number (use 211 as default)'}; 
numlines = 1;name = 'Shotnumber';defaultans = {'211'}; 
[Ans] = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultans); 
shotnum = str2num(Ans{1}); 
o=[wd4 '\Run' num2str(shotnum) '-2000fps.mat']; 
load(o); 
%% Polyfit 
%start time for X and Z direction poly fit 
switch shotnum 
    case 211 
        zs=5; xs=12; 
    case 273 
        zs=3; xs=4; 
    case 274 
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        zs=15;xs=10; 
end 
CofMalpha2=[(CofMalpha(:,1)-CofMalpha(1,1)).*scale,... 
    (CofMalpha(:,2)-CofMalpha(1,2)).*scale,... 
    (CofMalpha(:,3)-CofMalpha(1,3))]; 
pz = polyfit(timems(zs:end),CofMalpha2(zs:end,2),2) 
px = polyfit(timems(xs:end),CofMalpha2(xs:end,1),2) 
palpha = polyfit(timems(:),CofMalpha2(:,3),3) 
  
polyz = pz(1)*(timems(zs+1:end).^2) + 
pz(2)*timems(zs+1:end) + pz(3); 
polyx = px(1)*(timems(xs+1:end).^2) + 
px(2)*timems(xs+1:end) + px(3); 
polyalpha = palpha(1)*(timems(:).^2) + 
palpha(2)*timems(:) + palpha(3); 
polyalpha2 = polyval(palpha,timems(:)); 
  
  
X=CofMalpha2(:,1);Z=CofMalpha2(:,2);alpha=CofMalpha2(:,3
);t=timems(:,1); 
%get veloocity and accelerations for X plane 
(horizontal) 
va=[0];vb=diff(X)./diff(t);vx=[va;vb]; 
acca=[0];accb=diff(vx)./diff(t);accx=[acca;accb]; 
%get veloocity and accelerations for Z plane (vertical) 
va=[0];vb=diff(Z)./diff(t);vz=[va;vb]; 
acca=[0];accb=diff(vz)./diff(t);accz=[acca;accb]; 
  
switch shotnum 
    case 211 
        ppZ1=polyfit(timems(4:13),vz(4:13),1); 
        ppZ2=polyfit(timems(14:end),vz(14:end),1); 
        ppX1=polyfit(timems(14:end),vx(14:end),1); 
    case 273 
        ppZ1=polyfit(timems(4:end),vz(4:end),1); 
        ppX1=polyfit(timems(4:end),vx(4:end),1); 
    case 274 
        ppZ1=polyfit(timems(13:end),vz(13:end),1); 
        ppX1=polyfit(timems(10:end),vx(10:end),1); 
end 
%% %%%%%%% 
% plot figure containing displacement with time 
str6=sprintf(['X and Z of Model C_m - Run' 
num2str(shotnum)]); 
figure(fig1); 
%Plot X and Z location (in order) 
plot(timems(:),CofMalpha2(:,1),'ks',... 
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'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w
','MarkerSize',5) 
hold on; 
plot(timems(:),CofMalpha2(:,2),'kv',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','k
','MarkerSize',5) 
hold on; 
%Plot poly X and Z (in order) 
plot(timems(xs+2:end),polyx(2:end),'k:',timems(zs+2:end)
,polyz(2:end),'k-.',... 
    'LineWidth',1) 
switch shotnum 
    case 211 
        %Plot theoretical acceleration under gravity 
        t1=timems(zs:22);z1=timems(1:length(t1)); 
        plot(t1,0.5*9.81*z1.^2,'k-.','LineWidth',2) 
end 
title(str6);xlabel('time (sec)');ylabel('distance m 
x10^-^3'); 
grid on;  
switch shotnum 
    case 211 
        legend('X Location','Z Location','Standard 
Gravity','Location','NorthWest'); 
    case 273 
        legend('X Location','Z 
Location','Location','NorthWest'); 
    case 274 
        legend('X Location','Z 
Location','Location','NorthWest'); 
end 
strfig1=['Run' num2str(shotnum) 'manual-' num2str(fps) 
'fps' '-XZ']; 
  
  
figure(fig2);set(fig2,'Position',[0 0 0.4 1]); 
switch shotnum 
    case 211 
        xlim1=0;xlim2=0.14; 
    case 273 
        xlim1=0;xlim2=0.08; 
    case 274 
        xlim1=0;xlim2=0.12; 
end 
%Plot Zplane movement (vertical) 
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subplot(3,2,1);plot(t,Z,'k:v',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','k
','MarkerSize',5); 
title('displacement-time 
(Vertical)');xlabel('time(sec)'),ylabel('distance m x 
10^-3'); 
grid on;xlim([xlim1 xlim2]); %legend('Z 
Location','Location','NorthWest'); 
subplot(3,2,3);plot(t,vz,'k:v',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','k
','MarkerSize',5);hold on 
switch shotnum 
    case 211 
        plot(t(4:13),polyval(ppZ1,t(4:13)),'-.k',... 
            t(14:end),polyval(ppZ2,t(14:end)),'-
.k','LineWidth',2); 
    case 273 
        plot(t(4:end),polyval(ppZ1,t(4:end)),'-
.k','LineWidth',2); 
    case 274 
        plot(t(13:end),polyval(ppZ1,t(13:end)),'-
.k','LineWidth',2); 
end 
title('time-velocity 
(Vertical)');xlabel('time(sec)'),ylabel('velocity m / 
s'); 
grid on;xlim([xlim1 xlim2]); %legend('Z 
Velocity','Location','NorthWest'); 
subplot(3,2,5);plot(t,accz,'k:v',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','k
','MarkerSize',5); 
title('time-acceleration 
(Vertical)');xlabel('time(sec)'),ylabel('acceleration m 
/ s^2'); 
grid on;xlim([xlim1 xlim2]); %legend('Z 
Accel','Location','NorthWest'); 
%Plot Xplane movement (Horizontal) 
subplot(3,2,2);plot(t,X,'k-.s',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w
','MarkerSize',5); 
title('time-displacement 
(Horizontal)');xlabel('time(sec)'),ylabel('distance m x 
10^-3'); 
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grid on;xlim([xlim1 xlim2]); %legend('X 
Location','Location','NorthWest'); 
subplot(3,2,4);plot(t,vx,'k-.s',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w
','MarkerSize',5);hold on 
switch shotnum 
    case 211 
        plot(t(14:end),polyval(ppX1,t(14:end)),'-
.k','LineWidth',2); 
    case 273 
        plot(t(4:end),polyval(ppX1,t(4:end)),'-
.k','LineWidth',2); 
    case 274 
        plot(t(10:end),polyval(ppX1,t(10:end)),'-
.k','LineWidth',2); 
end 
title('time-velocity 
(Horizontal)');xlabel('time(sec)'),ylabel('velocity m / 
s'); 
grid on;xlim([xlim1 xlim2]); %legend('X 
Velocity','Location','NorthWest'); 
subplot(3,2,6);plot(t,accx,'k-.s',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w
','MarkerSize',5); 
title('time-acceleration 
(Horizontal)');xlabel('time(sec)'),ylabel('acceleration 
m / s^2'); 
grid on;xlim([xlim1 xlim2]); %legend('Z 
Accel','Location','NorthWest'); 
strfig2=['Run' num2str(shotnum) 's-t_v-t_a-t_Graphs']; 
  
%% save figures 
cd(wd4); 
saveas(fig1,strfig1,'fig'); 
saveas(fig2,strfig2,'fig'); 
cd(wd5); 
saveas(fig1,strfig1,'emf'); 
saveas(fig2,strfig2,'emf'); 
cd(wd); 
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Appendix E-7 Harmonic_edge_detect.m 
%% harmonic_edge_detect.m 
% This matlab script file is used to determine the 
periodic motion of the  
% model by analysing the images 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% clear workspace 
clear all 
close all 
clc 
%% get and set future working directories 
WD=cd; 
% Ask user to select shot number. 
prompt = {'Enter Shot Number (use 211 as default)'}; 
numlines = 1;name = 'Shotnumber';defaultans = {'211'}; 
[Ans] = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultans); 
shotnum = str2num(Ans{1}); 
o=['./01_IMAGES/TUSQ_RUN' num2str(shotnum) 'clr'];cd(o); 
%set figure 
fig1 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
% select images for analysis 
[imagelist,d]=uigetfile('*.tif','MultiSelect','on',... 
     'Select LIST to plot'); pause(0.5);cd(d) 
 if ~iscell(imagelist); disp('imagelist not cell'); 
return; end; 
pic=imread(num2str(imagelist{1})); 
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%% prepare window to select analysis area 
figure(fig1); 
image(pic); 
% first rectangular selection is to zoom in on tail area 
of interest. 
% select lower fin profile. 
rect1=getrect(fig1);x1=ceil(rect1(1));y1=ceil(rect1(2));
... 
    w1=ceil(rect1(3));h1=ceil(rect1(4)); 
picred=pic(y1:y1+h1,x1:x1+w1,1); 
image(picred);hold on 
% second rectangle selects area for edge detect and 
linear polyfit.  this 
% areas should be tight on the single fin edge and allow 
enough room above 
% and below to account for the small lateral motion of 
the fin. 
rect2=getrect(fig1);x2=ceil(rect2(1));y2=ceil(rect2(2));
... 
    w2=ceil(rect2(3));h2=ceil(rect2(4)); 
rectangle('Position',[x2,y2,w2,h2],'LineStyle','--') 
% ceil(x)-(ceil(x)-1):ceil(x+w)-(ceil(x+w)-1) 
for k=1:length(imagelist) 
    
a=imagelist{k};pic=imread(a);picred=pic(y1:y1+h1,x1:x1+w
1,1); 
    image(picred);hold on 
    for i = x2:x2+w2;  
        ifind = find(picred(:,i) > 150); 
        indexi(i) = ifind(1); 
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    end 
    p=polyfit([x2:x2+w2],indexi(x2:x2+w2),1); 
    f=polyval(p,x2:x2+w2); 
    plot([x2:x2+w2],indexi(x2:x2+w2),'xb',... 
        [x2:x2+w2],f,'-w'); 
    yval(k)=p(2); 
end 
sampint=1/2000; 
timems=(0:sampint:sampint*(length(yval)-1)); 
figure;plot(timems,yval,'-k'); grid on; 
title('Plot of image edge detect "y-intercept"'); 
xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('px y-value'); 
cd(WD) 
save(['Run' num2str(shotnum) 'periodic']) 
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Appendix E-8 periodsyncv2.m 
%% periodsyncv2.m 
% This matlab script file is used to work with and plot 
the output from 
% exsting workspaces. the purpose being to sychronise 
the accelerometer  
% data with the periodic motion of the model detected in 
the images 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% V2 of this file incorporates the transformation from 
orientation sensor 
% coordinate frame to model coordinate frame 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Prepare the workspace 
close all 
clear all 
clc 
%% Prepare quick links to the working directories and 
figures 
wd=cd; 
wd1=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\01_IMAGES'); 
wd2=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\02_ACCEL'); 
wd3=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\03_TUNNEL'); 
wd4=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\04_SavedWork
spaces'); 
wd5=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\05_OTHERIMAG
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ES'); 
% prepare figures for image outputs 
fig1 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig2 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig3 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig4 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig5 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig6 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
%% Ask user to select shot number. 
prompt = {'Enter Shot Number (use 211 as default)'}; 
numlines = 1;name = 'Shotnumber';defaultans = {'211'}; 
[Ans] = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultans); 
shotnum = str2num(Ans{1}); 
o=[wd4 '\Run' num2str(shotnum) 'periodic.mat']; 
load(o); 
%% Variables 
switch shotnum 
    case 273 
        cd(wd2);load 
RUN273.csv;accelrawdat=RUN273;cd(wd); 
        xlim1=51.5;xlim2=53.1;ylim1=-1;ylim2=1; %fig2 
        ylim3=6.4;ylim4=8.4; %fig3 fig4         
        
A=1.7011/2;T=0.6935;w=2*pi()/T;phi=pi()/1.2;y0=7.4128; 
        PHASESHIFT = 0.05; %fig 6 
        ss1=824;ff1=850; 
         
    case 274 
        cd(wd2);load 
RUN274.csv;accelrawdat=RUN274;cd(wd); 
        xlim1=20;xlim2=22;ylim1=-1.2;ylim2=1.2; %fig2 
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        ylim3=5;ylim4=7.5; %fig3 fig4 
        A=1.9/2;T=0.79;w=2*pi()/T;phi=-
pi()/1.65;y0=6.45; %fig4 
        PHASESHIFT = -0.075; %fig 6 
        ss1=332;ff1=356; 
end 
%% Process the orientation sensor data 
AccelScale=1; %result of AccelScale*ProcessedAccel = 
gravities 
GyroScale=1; %result of GyroScal*ProcessedGyro = angular 
rate in degrees/second 
%first column of acceldat file is timestamp 
acceldat(:,1)=accelrawdat(:,1)-accelrawdat(1,1); %set 
time 0 on acceldat  
%acceldat(:,2)=accelrawdat(:,2).*GyroScale; %Second 
column is Gyro X 
%acceldat(:,3)=accelrawdat(:,3).*GyroScale; %Third 
column is Gyro Y 
%acceldat(:,4)=accelrawdat(:,4).*GyroScale; %Fourth 
column is Gyro Z 
%acceldat(:,5)=accelrawdat(:,5).*AccelScale; %Fifth 
column is Accel X 
%acceldat(:,6)=accelrawdat(:,6).*AccelScale; %Sixth 
column is Accel Y 
%acceldat(:,7)=accelrawdat(:,7).*AccelScale; %Seventh 
column is Accel Z 
%% Transform Orientation Sensor coordinate to Model / 
Test Section coordinate frame 
acceldat(:,2)=-accelrawdat(:,2).*GyroScale; % -ve Gyro X 
becomes Gyro Z 
acceldat(:,3)=-accelrawdat(:,3).*GyroScale; % -ve Gyro Y 
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becomes Gyro X 
acceldat(:,4)=accelrawdat(:,4).*GyroScale; % Gyro Z 
becomes Gyro Y 
acceldat(:,5)=-accelrawdat(:,5).*AccelScale; % -ve Accel 
X becomes Accel Z 
acceldat(:,6)=-accelrawdat(:,6).*AccelScale; % -ve Accel 
Y becomes Accel X 
acceldat(:,7)=accelrawdat(:,7).*AccelScale; % Accel Z 
becomes Accel Y 
%% Plot figures 
% plot the CHRobotics processed Accelerometer output 
figure(fig1);set(fig1,'Name','Accelerometers'); 
plot(acceldat(:,1),acceldat(:,5),acceldat(:,1),acceldat(
:,6),... 
    acceldat(:,1),acceldat(:,7)); grid on; 
title('Plot of Accelerometer processed output'); 
xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('Acceleration (g)'); 
legend('Processed Z Accel','Processed X 
Accel','Processed Y Accel') 
  
% plot the CHRobotics processed gyroscope output 
figure(fig2);set(fig2,'Name','Gyroscopes'); 
plot(acceldat(:,1),acceldat(:,2)-
mean(acceldat(ss1:ff1,2)),':k');hold on; 
plot(acceldat(:,1),acceldat(:,3)-
mean(acceldat(ss1:ff1,3)),'-.k',... 
    acceldat(:,1),acceldat(:,4)-
mean(acceldat(ss1:ff1,4)),'-k',... 
    'LineWidth',2); grid on; 
title('Plot of Gyroscope processed output'); 
xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('Amplitude'); 
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xlim([xlim1 xlim2]);ylim([ylim1 ylim2]); 
legend('Processed Z Gyro','Processed X Gyro','Processed 
Y Gyro',... 
    
'Location','SouthOutside','Orientation','Horizontal'); 
  
% create time matrix and plot the y-intercept values 
from the harmonic edge 
% detect script. 
timems=(0:sampint:sampint*(length(yval)-1)); % create 
time array 
%yplot=smooth(timems,yval,0.05,'rloess'); % smooth data 
plot at 5% span using robust loess 
figure(fig3);set(fig3,'Name','Image info','Position',[0 
0 0.4 0.5]); 
plot(timems,yval,'.k','MarkerSize',4.5);set(gca,'XTick',
0:0.1:1.5); grid on; 
title('Plot of y-intercept from image edge detect'); 
legend('y-intercept','Location','SouthOutside'); 
xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('y-intercept position 
(px)');ylim([ylim3 ylim4]); 
  
%% Not Used - couldn't quite figure it out from web 
examples. 
% Prepare to modify the data for analysis and 
synchronisation 
% Conduct a Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) of Fig3, image 
output and 
% eliminate the noise.  if one hase the curve fitting 
toolbox in Matlab 
% they can automatically fit a sine curve to the data.  
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this could not be 
% implemented in the student version. 
yfft1=fft(yval) 
Fs=10;L=10 
NFFT = 2^nextpow2(L); % Next power of 2 from length of y 
Yfft1 = fft(yval,NFFT)/L; 
f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); 
% Plot single-sided amplitude spectrum. 
%figure;plot(f,2*abs(Yfft1(1:NFFT/2+1)))  
%title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum of y(t)') 
%xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
%ylabel('|Y(f)|') 
  
%% Figure creation 
% recreate Fig3 with imposed curvefit 
figure(fig4);set(fig4,'Name','Image info','Position',[0 
0 0.4 0.5]); 
plot(timems,yval,'.k','MarkerSize',4.5);set(gca,'XTick',
0:0.1:1.5); grid on; 
title('Plot of y-intercept from image edge detect'); 
hold on 
ytheory = y0 + A*sin(w*timems + phi); 
plot(timems,ytheory,'-.k','LineWidth',2); 
xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('y-intercept position (px)'); 
legend('Image 
Data','curvefit','Location','SouthOutside',... 
    'Orientation','Horizontal');ylim([ylim3 ylim4]); 
  
%new figure with zoom on gyros just prior to release and 
normalise gyro 
% y-axis offsets 
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figure(fig5);set(fig5,'Name','Synch image and 
data','Position',[0 0 0.75 0.75]); 
plot(acceldat(ss1:ff1,1),acceldat(ss1:ff1,2)-
mean(acceldat(ss1:ff1,2)),... 
    acceldat(ss1:ff1,1),acceldat(ss1:ff1,3)-
mean(acceldat(ss1:ff1,3)),... 
    acceldat(ss1:ff1,1),acceldat(ss1:ff1,4)-
mean(acceldat(ss1:ff1,4))); grid on; 
title('Plot of Gyroscope processed output'); 
xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('not sure?'); 
legend('Processed Z Gyro','Processed X Gyro','Processed 
Y Gyro','Imagedata',... 
    'Location','SouthOutside') 
hold on; 
%add plot of theory curve 
Ascaled=((min(acceldat(ss1:ff1,4))+max(acceldat(ss1:ff1,
4)))-mean(acceldat(ss1:ff1,4)))/4; 
yspec= Ascaled*sin(w*acceldat(ss1:ff1,1) + phi); %note 
no y offset 
plot(acceldat(ss1:ff1,1),yspec,'-.k','LineWidth',2); 
  
%new figure with image data and Zgyros aligning time 
framing 
figure(fig6);set(fig6,'Name','Synch image and 
ZGyro','Position',[0 0 1 1]); 
% Processed X gyro, and Processed Y Gyro 
plot(acceldat(ss1:ff1,1),acceldat(ss1:ff1,2)-
mean(acceldat(ss1:ff1,2)),':k',... 
    'LineWidth',1);hold on 
% Processed X gyro, and Processed Y Gyro 
plot(acceldat(ss1:ff1,1),acceldat(ss1:ff1,3)-
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mean(acceldat(ss1:ff1,3)),'-.k',... 
    'LineWidth',2);hold on 
% Processed Z gyro 
plot(acceldat(ss1:ff1,1),acceldat(ss1:ff1,4)-
mean(acceldat(ss1:ff1,4)),'-k',... 
    'LineWidth',2); 
% Image data (cloud) 
plot(timems+acceldat(ss1,1)+PHASESHIFT,(yval-
y0)./(1/Ascaled),'.k','MarkerSize',4.5);hold on; 
% image function fit 
plot(timems+acceldat(ss1,1)+PHASESHIFT,(ytheory-
y0)./(1/Ascaled),'-k','LineWidth',2); grid on; 
title('Plot of image data and Gyroscope processed 
output'); 
xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('Amplitude');ylim([ylim1 
ylim2]); 
legend('Processed Z Gyro','Processed X Gyro','Processed 
Y Gyro',... 
    'Imagedata','ImageCurvefit',... 
    
'Location','SouthOutside','Orientation','Horizontal') 
  
%% Save Figures 
cd(wd5); 
% Fig1 - just the Accel sensor information as it comes 
saveas(fig1,['Accels output' num2str(shotnum) 
'V2'],'emf'); 
saveas(fig1,['Accels output' num2str(shotnum) 
'V2'],'fig'); 
% Fig 2 - just the gyro sensor information as it comes 
saveas(fig2,['Gyros output' num2str(shotnum) 
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'V2'],'emf'); 
saveas(fig2,['Gyros output' num2str(shotnum) 
'V2'],'fig'); 
% Fig 3 - y-intercept from 'harmonic_edge_detect.m' 
saveas(fig3,['period of model movement' num2str(shotnum) 
'V2'],'emf'); 
saveas(fig3,['period of model movement' num2str(shotnum) 
'V2'],'fig'); 
% Fig 4 - force a sine wave to fit the data from fig 3 
saveas(fig4,['period shape of model movement' 
num2str(shotnum) 'V2'],'emf'); 
saveas(fig4,['period shape of model movement' 
num2str(shotnum) 'V2'],'fig'); 
% Fig 5 - gyros and image sine wave 
saveas(fig5,['gyros and image sinewave' num2str(shotnum) 
'V2'],'emf'); 
saveas(fig5,['gyros and image sinewave' num2str(shotnum) 
'V2'],'fig'); 
% Fig 6 - gyros and aligned image data 
saveas(fig6,['gyros and image data aligned' 
num2str(shotnum) 'V2'],'emf'); 
saveas(fig6,['gyros and image data aligned' 
num2str(shotnum) 'V2'],'fig'); 
  
cd(wd); 
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Appendix E-9 AccelAlign.m 
%% AccelAlign.m 
% This matlab script file is used to view the 
acceleration data from 
% on-board orientation sensor with the imagae analysis 
% it should be noted that no translation of the sensor 
axis to trajectory is performed in this script. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Prepare the workspace 
close all 
clear all 
clc 
%% Prepare quick links to the working directories and 
figures 
wd=cd; 
wd1=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\01_IMAGES'); 
wd2=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\02_ACCEL'); 
wd3=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\03_TUNNEL'); 
wd4=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\04_SavedWork
spaces'); 
wd5=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\05_OTHERIMAG
ES'); 
% prepare figures for image outputs 
fig1 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig2 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig3 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig4 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig5 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig6 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
%% Ask user to select shot number. 
prompt = {'Enter Shot Number (use 274 as default)'}; 
numlines = 1;name = 'Shotnumber';defaultans = {'274'}; 
[Ans] = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultans); 
shotnum = str2num(Ans{1}); 
o1=[wd4 '\Run' num2str(shotnum) '-2000fps.mat']; 
o2=[wd4 '\Run' num2str(shotnum) 'acceldat.mat']; 
load(o1);load(o2); 
%% Variables 
X=CofMalpha2(:,1);Z=CofMalpha2(:,2);alpha=CofMalpha2(:,3
);t1=timems(:,1); 
%get veloocity and accelerations for X plane 
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(horizontal) 
va=[0];vb=diff(X)./diff(t1);vx=[va;vb]; 
acca=[0];accb=diff(vx)./diff(t1);accx=[acca;accb]; 
%get veloocity and accelerations for Z plane (vertical) 
va=[0];vb=diff(Z)./diff(t1);vz=[va;vb]; 
acca=[0];accb=diff(vz)./diff(t1);accz=[acca;accb]; 
switch shotnum 
    case 273 
        timeshift=-(51.4026+1.637+0.02); 
        ppZ1=polyfit(timems(4:end),vz(4:end),1); 
        ppX1=polyfit(timems(4:end),vx(4:end),1); 
        xlim1=0;xlim2=0.08; 
    case 274 
        timeshift=-(20.5818+1.633); 
        ppZ1=polyfit(timems(13:end),vz(13:end),1); 
        ppX1=polyfit(timems(10:end),vx(10:end),1); 
        xlim1=0;xlim2=0.15; 
end 
g=9.81; 
t2=acceldat(:,1)+timeshift;% time for accel data 
Zaccel=(acceldat(:,5)-mean(acceldat(1:300,5))).*g; 
Xaccel=-(acceldat(:,6)-mean(acceldat(1:300,6))).*g; 
Yaccel=(acceldat(:,7)-mean(acceldat(1:300,7))).*g; 
  
figure(fig1);set(fig1,'Name','Accel and Data 
Alignment','Position',[0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5]); 
% X acceleration from image 
subplot(1,3,1);plot(t1,accx,'k:s',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w
','MarkerSize',5); 
title('X Acceleration - Image');xlim([xlim1 xlim2]); 
grid on 
% X acceleration from orientation sensor data 
subplot(1,3,2);plot(t2,Xaccel,'k:v',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','k
','MarkerSize',5); 
title('X Acceleration - Data');xlim([xlim1 xlim2]);  
grid on 
% combined 
subplot(1,3,3);plot(t1,accx,'k:s',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w
','MarkerSize',5);hold on 
plot(t2,Xaccel,'k:v',... 
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'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','k
','MarkerSize',5); 
xlim([xlim1 xlim2]); 
grid on; legend('Image','Orientation 
sensor','Location','SouthEast'); 
title('X Acceleration - Combined'); 
strfig1=['Run' num2str(shotnum) 
'Image_Data_Accel_Subplots']; 
  
figure(fig2);set(fig2,'Name','Accel and Data 
Aligned');%,'Position',[0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5]); 
% X acceleration from image 
plot(t1,accx,'k:s',... 
    
'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w
','MarkerSize',5);hold on 
plot(t2,Xaccel,'k-.v',... 
    
'LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','k
','MarkerSize',5); 
xlim([xlim1 xlim2]);  
grid on; legend('Image','Orientation 
sensor','Location','SouthEast'); 
xlabel('time (sec)');ylabel('Acceleration m/s^2'); 
title(['X Acceleration - Compared (RUN' num2str(shotnum) 
')']); 
strfig2=['Run' num2str(shotnum) 'ImageData_Aligned']; 
  
%% Save Figures 
cd(wd5); 
saveas(fig1,strfig1,'emf'); 
saveas(fig2,strfig2,'emf'); 
cd(wd4); 
saveas(fig1,strfig1,'fig'); 
saveas(fig2,strfig2,'fig'); 
cd(wd); 
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Appendix E-10 TUSQ_pressure_v1.m 
%% TUSQ_pressure_v1.m 
% this script is to analyse and plot the pre-expansion 
initial conditions immediately upstream of the nozzle. 
% manually recorded ambient pressure and temperature 
must be entered 
% some pre-analysis is required such as determining the 
start and finish times for each run as an integer within 
the arrays. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clc 
clear all 
close all 
%% Prepare quick links to the working directories and 
figures 
wd=cd; 
wd1=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\01_IMAGES'); 
wd2=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\02_ACCEL'); 
wd3=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\03_TUNNEL'); 
wd4=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\04_SavedWork
spaces'); 
wd5=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\05_OTHERIMAG
ES'); 
% prepare figures for image outputs 
fig1 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig2 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
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fig3 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig4 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig5 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig6 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
%% Mannually Recorded data 
Pamb209=94.20e3; % ambient pressure (Pa) 
Pamb211=94.20e3; % ambient pressure (Pa) 
Pamb273=93.27e3; % ambient pressure (Pa) 
Pamb274=93.27e3; % ambient pressure (Pa) 
Tamb209= 273+22.5; % ambient temperature (K) 
Tamb211= 273+24.5; % ambient temperature (K) 
Tamb273= 273+25; % ambient temperature (K) 
Tamb274= 273+25; % ambient temperature (K) 
TsectPres=800e3; % pressure within test section 
%% from inspection of plots, the test period 
start211=15442; 
finish211=16310; 
start273=15332; 
finish273=16200; 
start274=15122; 
finish274=16000; 
%% Run274 
load run274.txt; % load TUSQ data file without headers 
t = run274(:,1); % time 
V0_274 = run274(:,2);% Recorded voltage 
V0_274 = V0_274-mean(V0_274(1:500)); % normalise the 
voltage data from mean of recorded voltage prior to shot 
P0_274 = V0_274*TsectPres+Pamb274; % recorded pressure 
within tube (Pa) 
T0_274 = Tamb274*(P0_274/Pamb274).^(0.4/1.4); % recorded 
temperature within tube (K) 
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p0_274 = mean(P0_274(start274:finish274))*1e-3; 
t0_274 = mean(T0_274(start274:finish274)); 
%Plot of test section pressure over time 
figure(fig1);set(fig1,'Name','Test Section Pressure - 
Run274'); %,'Position',[0 0 1 1]) 
plot(t,P0_274*1e-3,'-k'); grid on; xlabel('Time 
(s)');ylabel('Pressure (kPa)');hold on 
text(t(finish274),P0_274(finish274)*1e-3,['shot mean 
pressure ' ... 
    num2str(p0_274) '\rightarrow'],... 
    'HorizontalAlignment','right',... 
    'FontSize',10);title('Test Section Pressure - 
Run274'); 
%Plot of test section temperature over time 
figure(fig2); set(fig2,'Name','Test Section Temperature 
- Run274'); 
plot(t,T0_274,'-k');grid on;xlabel('Time 
(s)');ylabel('Temperature (K)'); 
text(t(finish274),T0_274(finish274),['shot mean 
temperature ' ... 
    num2str(t0_274) '\rightarrow'],... 
    'HorizontalAlignment','right',... 
    'FontSize',10);title('Test Section Temperature - 
Run274'); 
% Save Figures 
cd(wd5); 
saveas(fig1,'TsectPres-Run274','emf'); 
saveas(fig1,'TsectPres-Run274','fig'); 
saveas(fig2,'TsectTemp-Run274','emf'); 
saveas(fig2,'TsectTemp-Run274','fig'); 
cd(wd);clear run274; 
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%% Run273 
load run273.txt; % load TUSQ data file without headers 
t = run273(:,1); % time 
V0_273 = run273(:,2);% Recorded voltage 
V0_273 = V0_273-mean(V0_273(1:500)); % normalise the 
voltage data from mean of recorded voltage prior to shot 
P0_273 = V0_273*TsectPres+Pamb273; % recorded pressure 
within tube (Pa) 
T0_273 = Tamb273*(P0_273/Pamb273).^(0.4/1.4); % recorded 
temperature within tube (K) 
p0_273 = mean(P0_273(start273:finish273))*1e-3; 
t0_273 = mean(T0_273(start273:finish273)); 
%Plot of test section pressure over time 
figure(fig3);set(fig3,'Name','Test Section Pressure - 
Run273'); %,'Position',[0 0 1 1]) 
plot(t,P0_273*1e-3,'-k'); grid on; xlabel('Time 
(s)');ylabel('Pressure (kPa)');hold on 
text(t(finish273),P0_273(finish273)*1e-3,['shot mean 
pressure ' ... 
    num2str(p0_273) '\rightarrow'],... 
    'HorizontalAlignment','right',... 
    'FontSize',10);title('Test Section Pressure - 
Run273'); 
%Plot of test section temperature over time 
figure(fig4); set(fig4,'Name','Test Section Temperature 
- Run273'); 
plot(t,T0_273,'-k');grid on;xlabel('Time 
(s)');ylabel('Temperature (K)'); 
text(t(finish273),T0_273(finish273),['shot mean 
temperature ' ... 
    num2str(t0_273) '\rightarrow'],... 
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    'HorizontalAlignment','right',... 
    'FontSize',10);title('Test Section Temperature - 
Run273'); 
% Save Figures 
cd(wd5); 
saveas(fig3,'TsectPres-Run273','emf'); 
saveas(fig3,'TsectPres-Run273','fig'); 
saveas(fig4,'TsectTemp-Run273','emf'); 
saveas(fig4,'TsectTemp-Run273','fig'); 
cd(wd);clear run273; 
%% Run211 
load run211.txt; % load TUSQ data file without headers 
t = run211(:,1); % time 
V0_211 = run211(:,2);% Recorded voltage 
V0_211 = V0_211-mean(V0_211(1:500)); % normalise the 
voltage data from mean of recorded voltage prior to shot 
P0_211 = V0_211*TsectPres+Pamb211; % recorded pressure 
within tube (Pa) 
T0_211 = Tamb211*(P0_211/Pamb211).^(0.4/1.4); % recorded 
temperature within tube (K) 
p0_211 = mean(P0_211(start211:finish211))*1e-3; 
t0_211 = mean(T0_211(start211:finish211)); 
%Plot of test section pressure over time 
figure(fig5);set(fig5,'Name','Test Section Pressure - 
Run211'); %,'Position',[0 0 1 1]) 
plot(t,P0_211*1e-3,'-k'); grid on; xlabel('Time 
(s)');ylabel('Pressure (kPa)');hold on 
text(t(finish211),P0_211(finish211)*1e-3,['shot mean 
pressure ' ... 
    num2str(p0_211) '\rightarrow'],... 
    'HorizontalAlignment','right',... 
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    'FontSize',10);title('Test Section Pressure - 
Run211'); 
%Plot of test section temperature over time 
figure(fig6); set(fig6,'Name','Test Section Temperature 
- Run211'); 
plot(t,T0_211,'-k');grid on;xlabel('Time 
(s)');ylabel('Temperature (K)'); 
text(t(finish211),T0_211(finish211),['shot mean 
temperature ' ... 
    num2str(t0_211) '\rightarrow'],... 
    'HorizontalAlignment','right',... 
    'FontSize',10);title('Test Section Temperature - 
Run211'); 
% Save Figures 
cd(wd5); 
saveas(fig5,'TsectPres-Run211','emf'); 
saveas(fig5,'TsectPres-Run211','fig'); 
saveas(fig6,'TsectTemp-Run211','emf'); 
saveas(fig6,'TsectTemp-Run211','fig'); 
cd(wd); clear all 
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Appendix E-11 example_preexpansion.m 
%% example_preexpansion.m 
% this script was created to produce and example plot of 
the pre-expansion 
% mesurements in the tunnel as well as the major and 
minor oscillations 
% using run 274. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clc 
clear all 
close all 
%% Prepare quick links to the working directories and 
figures 
wd=cd; 
wd1=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\01_IMAGES'); 
wd2=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\02_ACCEL'); 
wd3=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\03_TUNNEL'); 
wd4=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\04_SavedWork
spaces'); 
wd5=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\05_OTHERIMAG
ES'); 
% prepare figures for image outputs 
fig1 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig2 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
%fig3 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
%fig4 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
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%fig5 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
%fig6 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
%% Mannually Recorded data 
Pamb274=93.27e3; % ambient pressure (Pa) 
Tamb274= 273+25; % ambient temperature (K) 
TsectPres=800e3; % pressure within test section 
%% from inspection of plots, the test period 
start274=15122; 
finish274=16000; 
%% Run274 
load run274.txt; % load TUSQ data file without headers 
t = run274(:,1); % time 
V0_274 = run274(:,2);% Recorded voltage 
V0_274 = V0_274-mean(V0_274(1:500)); % normalise the 
voltage data from mean of recorded voltage prior to shot 
P0_274 = V0_274*TsectPres+Pamb274; % recorded pressure 
within tube (Pa) 
T0_274 = Tamb274*(P0_274/Pamb274).^(0.4/1.4); % recorded 
temperature within tube (K) 
p0_274 = mean(P0_274(start274:finish274))*1e-3; 
t0_274 = mean(T0_274(start274:finish274)); 
%Plot of test section pressure over time 
figure(fig1);set(fig1,'Name','Test Section Pressure - 
Run274','Position',[0.2 0.2 0.6 0.6]); 
subplot(1,2,1);plot(t,P0_274*1e-3,'-k'); grid on; 
xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('Pressure (kPa)');hold on 
x=1.45;y=800;w=1.62-x;h=220; 
rectangle('Position',[x,y,w,h],'LineStyle','--
','LineWidth',2); 
title('Pre-expansion Pressure over full cycle'); 
subplot(1,2,2);plot(t(start274:finish274),P0_274(start27
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4:finish274)*1e-3,'-k'); 
xlim([t(start274) t(finish274)]);grid on;xlabel('Time 
(s)');ylabel('Pressure (kPa)');hold on 
title('Inset: Pre-expansion pressure during flow'); hold 
on 
text(1.55,865,['shot mean pressure ' 
num2str(p0_274)],... 
    'HorizontalAlignment','left','FontSize',10); 
%Plot of test section temperature over time 
figure(fig2); set(fig2,'Name','Test Section Temperature 
- Run274','Position',[0.2 0.2 0.6 0.6]); 
subplot(1,2,1);plot(t,T0_274,'-k');grid on;xlabel('Time 
(s)');ylabel('Temperature (K)');hold on 
x2=1.45;y=550;w=1.62-x;h=590-y; 
rectangle('Position',[x,y,w,h],'LineStyle','--
','LineWidth',2); 
title('Pre-expansion Temperature over full cycle'); 
subplot(1,2,2);plot(t(start274:finish274),T0_274(start27
4:finish274),'-k');grid on;xlabel('Time 
(s)');ylabel('Temperature 
(K)');%text(t(finish274),T0_274(finish274),['shot mean 
temperature ' ... 
xlim([t(start274) t(finish274)]);grid on;xlabel('Time 
(s)');ylabel('Temperature (K)');hold on 
title('Inset: Pre-expansion temperature during flow'); 
hold on 
text(1.55,562,['shot mean temperature ' 
num2str(p0_274)],... 
    'HorizontalAlignment','left','FontSize',10); 
% Save Figures 
cd(wd5); 
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saveas(fig1,'example_initPres','emf'); 
saveas(fig1,'example_initPres','fig'); 
%saveas(fig2,'example_initTemp','emf'); 
%saveas(fig2,'example_initTemp','fig'); 
cd(wd); 
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Appendix E-12 melrosedata.m 
%% melrosedata.m 
% plot of ScramSpace team data, all data provided by 
ScramSpace is entered 
% as array 'melrose' 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
close all 
clear all 
clc 
  
%% Prepare quick links to the working directories and 
figures 
wd=cd; 
wd1=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\01_IMAGES'); 
wd2=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\02_ACCEL'); 
wd3=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\03_TUNNEL'); 
wd4=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\04_SavedWork
spaces'); 
wd5=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\05_OTHERIMAG
ES'); 
% prepare figures for image outputs 
fig1 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig2 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig3 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig4 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
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fig5 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
fig6 = figure('Units','normalized'); 
%% For Doors open,  
melrose(:,1)=[4;7;7.5;8]; %mach 
melrose(:,2)=[0.0274806562811136;0.0175390783697367;0.01
68807338923216;0.0162423029541969]; %0deg Alpha 
melrose(:,3)=[0.0278075365349651;0.0177798122167587;0.01
68754700571299;0.0163329727947712]; %2deg Alpha 
melrose(:,4)=[0.0281344167888165;0.0185582917183638;0.01
79440788924694;0.0169692151248455]; %4deg Alpha 
melrose(:,5)=[0.0296216197311879;0.0206201896071434;0.02
00812965631485;0.0192997548729181]; %8deg Alpha 
melrose(:,6)=[0.0325960256159306;0.0277189314365387;0.02
7286559343338;0.0269677545875311]; %16deg Alpha 
cd(wd5) 
for i=2:6; 
    M=melrose(:,1);Ca=melrose(:,i); 
    p=polyfit(M,Ca,2); 
    Minf=(4:0.1:8); 
    Mnoz=5.85; 
    Ca2=polyval(p,Minf); 
    Cd0=polyval(p,Mnoz);Cd(i-1)=Cd0; 
    switch i 
        case 2 
            k=0; 
        case 3 
            k=2; 
        case 4 
            k=4; 
        case 5 
            k=8; 
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        case 6 
            k=16; 
    end 
    figure(i-1),set(i-1,'Name',[num2str(k) ' deg 
Alpha']); 
    plot(M,Ca,'vk',Minf,Ca2,':k',... 
        
'LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','k
','MarkerSize',6);hold on 
    plot(Mnoz,Cd0,'sk',... 
        
'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w','MarkerSize'
,6);hold on 
    line([Mnoz Mnoz],[0 
Cd0],'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','-.','Color','k'); 
    line([0 Mnoz],[Cd0 Cd0],'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','-
.','Color','k'); 
    text(3.75,Cd0*1.05,['Cd =' num2str(Cd(i-1))],... 
        'HorizontalAlignment','left',... 
        'FontSize',10); 
    grid on 
    legend(['CFD Cd @ ' num2str(k) 'deg 
alpha/beta'],'2nd order curvefit','Mach 
5.85','Location','NorthEast') 
    xlim([3.5 8.5]);ylim([0.015 0.035]); 
    str=['Expected Cd at ' num2str(k) 'degrees Alpha / 0 
degrees Beta']; 
    title(str);xlabel('Mach');ylabel('Cd'); 
    h=gcf; 
    saveas(h,['CFD_Cd' num2str(k) 'deg_Alpha'],'fig'); 
    saveas(h,['CFD_Cd' num2str(k) 'deg_Alpha'],'emf'); 
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end 
fig6=figure(6);set(fig6,'Name','Change in Cd with 
Alpha'); 
p2=polyfit([0 2 4 8 16],Cd,2) 
y=polyval(p2,(0:1:16)); 
plot([0 2 4 8 16],Cd,'sk',(0:1:16),y,'-.k',... 
    
'LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','k
','MarkerSize',6);grid on 
str=['Expected Cd at ' num2str(k) 'degrees Alpha / 0 
degrees Beta']; 
title('Cd at varying Angle of Attack 
(alpha)');xlabel('AoA / Alpha (degrees)');ylabel('Cd'); 
saveas(fig6,'CdvarywithAlpha','fig');saveas(fig6,'Cdvary
withAlpha','emf'); 
cd(wd) 
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Appendix E-13 imagemontage.m 
%% imagemontage.m 
% This matlab file creates and image montage of 20 
images. 
% for each run it is necessary to set the start and end 
points of the image 
% sequence 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% All work by Rod Ennis, w0055104 as part of ENG4111 and 
ENG4112 final year 
% project unless otherwise stated in comments. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Clear workspace 
clc 
close all 
clear all 
%% Ask user to select shot number. 
prompt = {'Enter Shot Number (use 211 as default)'}; 
numlines = 1; 
name = 'Shotnumber'; 
defaultans = {'211'}; 
[Ans] = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultans); 
shotnum = str2num(Ans{1}) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
switch shotnum; %TUSQ shot numbering 
    case 209 
        startfile = 000; 
        endfile = 448; 
    case 211 
        startfile = 050; 
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        endfile = 360; 
    case 273 
        startfile = 420; 
        endfile = 600; 
    case 274 
        startfile = 388; 
        endfile = 610; 
end 
imagecount=floor((endfile-startfile)/20); 
imgloc = ['.\01_IMAGES\TUSQ_RUN' num2str(shotnum) 
'gry']; 
%% Prepare quick links to the working directories and 
figures 
wd=cd; 
wd1=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\01_IMAGES'); 
wd2=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\02_ACCEL'); 
wd3=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\03_TUNNEL'); 
wd4=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\04_SavedWork
spaces'); 
wd5=('\\psf\Home\Documents\MATLAB\FreeFlyer\05_OTHERIMAG
ES'); 
%% create a figure of appropriate size to allow borders 
between positioned 
%images 
figure('Name','ImageSequence','Color','w','Position',[50 
50 527 543])%,... 
    %'PaperType','A4','PaperOrientation', 
'portrait','PaperUnits','normalized') 
for i = 1:20; 
    %create an array of 20 subplots from the selected 
shotnumber, call and 
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    %show each image in sequence and add image number 
    imagenumber=num2str(startfile+((i-1)*imagecount), 
'%03d');    
    imagefilename=[imgloc '\RUN' num2str(shotnum) '_' 
imagenumber 'gry' '.tif']; 
    img=imread(imagefilename,'tiff'); 
    subplot(5,4,i);imshow(img,'Border','tight'); 
    %Add image sequence number (uses pixle position in 
image) 
    
text(1200,900,{imagenumber},'FontSize',10,'FontWeight','
bold',... 
        'Color','w','HorizontalAlignment','right'); 
    axis off 
end 
%create handles for Subplots 
h1=subplot(5,4,1);h2=subplot(5,4,2);h3=subplot(5,4,3);h4
=subplot(5,4,4); 
h5=subplot(5,4,5);h6=subplot(5,4,6);h7=subplot(5,4,7);h8
=subplot(5,4,8); 
h9=subplot(5,4,9);h10=subplot(5,4,10);h11=subplot(5,4,11
);h12=subplot(5,4,12); 
h13=subplot(5,4,13);h14=subplot(5,4,14);h15=subplot(5,4,
15);h16=subplot(5,4,16); 
h17=subplot(5,4,17);h18=subplot(5,4,18);h19=subplot(5,4,
19);h20=subplot(5,4,20); 
%set positions of subplots (uses normalized position 
units) 
set(h1,'Position',[0 0.8 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h2,'Position',[0.25 0.8 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h3,'Position',[0.5 0.8 0.24 0.2]); 
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set(h4,'Position',[0.75 0.8 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h5,'Position',[0 0.6 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h6,'Position',[0.25 0.6 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h7,'Position',[0.5 0.6 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h8,'Position',[0.75 0.6 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h9,'Position',[0 0.4 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h10,'Position',[0.25 0.4 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h11,'Position',[0.5 0.4 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h12,'Position',[0.75 0.4 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h13,'Position',[0 0.2 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h14,'Position',[0.25 0.2 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h15,'Position',[0.5 0.2 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h16,'Position',[0.75 0.2 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h17,'Position',[0 0 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h18,'Position',[0.25 0 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h19,'Position',[0.5 0 0.24 0.2]); 
set(h20,'Position',[0.75 0 0.24 0.2]); 
h=gcf 
%% Save the image 
cd(wd5); 
str=['image_montage_' num2str(shotnum)]; 
saveas(h,str,'emf'); 
saveas(h,str,'fig'); 
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Appendix F Matlab generated data files 
Appendix F-1 RUN211 Timems(:) and CofMalpha2(:,:) 
 Timems(:) CofMalpha2(:,1) CofMalpha2(:,2) CofMalpha2(:,3) 
1.  0.000 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 
2.  0.005 -3.5754E-04 -2.1720E-03 1.1042E-02 
3.  0.010 -1.6770E-04 -1.8467E-03 3.1778E-03 
4.  0.015 3.1738E-05 -1.3209E-03 -5.0556E-03 
5.  0.020 -1.6915E-04 -2.6647E-03 3.4849E-03 
6.  0.025 -3.5754E-04 -3.1092E-03 1.1042E-02 
7.  0.030 -2.8487E-04 -7.8581E-04 -4.3132E-03 
8.  0.035 -4.8152E-04 -1.1029E-03 3.4849E-03 
9.  0.040 -5.9724E-04 4.6367E-04 -4.3132E-03 
10.  0.045 -5.9724E-04 2.0255E-03 -4.3132E-03 
11.  0.050 -7.1114E-04 4.4269E-03 -1.1267E-02 
12.  0.055 -9.1365E-04 5.0623E-03 -3.5936E-03 
13.  0.060 -1.0180E-03 7.6518E-03 -1.2106E-02 
14.  0.065 -1.2176E-03 1.1495E-02 -2.7127E-02 
15.  0.070 -1.2083E-03 1.3813E-02 -2.8220E-02 
16.  0.075 -9.0066E-04 1.6089E-02 -2.7669E-02 
17.  0.080 4.1134E-05 2.0060E-02 -2.8220E-02 
18.  0.085 1.8184E-03 2.5231E-02 -3.4837E-02 
19.  0.090 4.7174E-03 3.0549E-02 -2.7127E-02 
20.  0.095 7.7425E-03 3.9146E-02 -3.3661E-02 
21.  0.100 1.1699E-02 4.4310E-02 3.7872E-03 
22.  0.105 1.6077E-02 5.4886E-02 2.8658E-03 
23.  0.110 2.1013E-02 6.4930E-02 1.9276E-02 
24.  0.115 2.7231E-02 7.5566E-02 3.4654E-02 
25.  0.120 3.3958E-02 8.6142E-02 5.8274E-02 
26.  0.125 4.0693E-02 9.7998E-02 6.6145E-02 
27.  0.130 4.8874E-02 1.0953E-01 8.1877E-02 
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Appendix F-2 RUN273 Timems(:) and CofMalpha2(:,:) 
 Timems(:) CofMalpha2(:,1) CofMalpha2(:,2) CofMalpha2(:,3) 
1.  0.000 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 
2.  0.005 9.7063E-05 -8.3127E-04 5.7420E-03 
3.  0.010 3.7658E-04 -6.4414E-04 5.3380E-03 
4.  0.015 6.4517E-04 -6.5000E-04 6.5330E-03 
5.  0.020 1.9372E-03 -5.5349E-04 0.0000E+00 
6.  0.025 3.4466E-03 1.3531E-04 -1.4892E-02 
7.  0.030 5.7610E-03 1.1670E-03 -3.7250E-02 
8.  0.035 8.6994E-03 1.5231E-03 -5.0573E-02 
9.  0.040 1.2464E-02 2.9133E-03 -7.9478E-02 
10.  0.045 1.6673E-02 5.1663E-03 -1.1808E-01 
11.  0.050 2.1759E-02 7.0114E-03 -1.5701E-01 
12.  0.055 2.7774E-02 1.1526E-02 -2.1087E-01 
13.  0.060 3.6763E-02 2.2822E-02 -2.9229E-01 
14.  0.065 4.2612E-02 2.2737E-02 -3.4830E-01 
15.  0.070 5.2926E-02 3.0616E-02 -4.3096E-01 
16.  0.075 6.5842E-02 4.2104E-02 -5.1896E-01 
17.  0.080 8.1911E-02 5.9490E-02 -6.5206E-01 
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Appendix F-3 RUN274 Timems(:) and CofMalpha2(:,:) 
 
  
 Timems(:) CofMalpha2(:,1) CofMalpha2(:,2) CofMalpha2(:,3) 
1.  0.0000 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 
2.  0.0050 -2.8210E-06 5.0397E-05 6.8874E-04 
3.  0.0100 -9.5952E-07 1.0549E-04 2.3270E-04 
4.  0.0150 1.0751E-04 -9.8292E-04 7.0290E-03 
5.  0.0200 -1.8997E-06 -5.5848E-05 4.6226E-04 
6.  0.0250 -1.8997E-06 -5.5848E-05 4.6226E-04 
7.  0.0300 1.0751E-04 -9.8292E-04 7.0290E-03 
8.  0.0350 1.6067E-04 5.9284E-04 -6.0135E-03 
9.  0.0400 -1.0522E-04 7.5926E-04 -6.2852E-03 
10.  0.0450 -2.6818E-04 -1.6172E-04 2.3270E-04 
11.  0.0500 5.3161E-04 -1.2857E-03 6.8874E-04 
12.  0.0550 2.0299E-03 -9.0923E-04 -5.7455E-03 
13.  0.0600 4.1663E-03 -1.3420E-03 -5.4810E-03 
14.  0.0650 6.6522E-03 -2.8481E-04 -1.9768E-02 
15.  0.0700 9.5046E-03 -2.7370E-04 -2.6503E-02 
16.  0.0750 1.2704E-02 6.4489E-04 -5.5183E-02 
17.  0.0800 1.6548E-02 1.8166E-03 -7.4920E-02 
18.  0.0850 2.0955E-02 5.0542E-03 -1.0191E-01 
19.  0.0900 2.6330E-02 7.6815E-03 -1.1158E-01 
20.  0.0950 3.2733E-02 1.1171E-02 -1.1842E-01 
21.  0.1000 3.9965E-02 1.8413E-02 -1.3320E-01 
22.  0.1050 4.8206E-02 2.6695E-02 -1.3766E-01 
23.  0.1100 5.6782E-02 3.4686E-02 -1.1842E-01 
24.  0.1150 6.6527E-02 4.2390E-02 -7.5667E-02 
25.  0.1200 7.7362E-02 5.6209E-02 -6.6148E-02 
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Appendix G Mean CD calculations 
Table 4.1: Summary of initial values by experimental run 
Run number 
Drag force,   
(N) 
Mass (kg)    (kPa)    (K) 
211 5.9678 0.232 946 575 
273 8.9318 0.229 924 574 
274 6.4182 0.229 929 575 
Constants 
      
          ⁄  
        
              
Notes:  
1. ScramSpace reference area A = 1m2 (Brown un-pub.),  
model reference area therefore    
 
 
 
               
2. M6 nozzle produces a nominal flow of Mach 5.85 in core flow 
 
Table 4.2: Summary of Mean CD by experimental run 
 Mean CD 
Run211 0.0288 
Run273 0.0443 
Run274 0.0315 
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Appendix G-1 Run211 
For Run211,          
            , therefore from equation (2.9), 
            
 ⁄ . 
1. Calculate freestream pressure    from equation (2.10); 
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2. Calculate freestream density    from equation (2.11); 
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3. Calculate freestream temperature    from equation (2.12); 
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4. Calculate freestream velocity   from equation (2.13); 
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Freestream velocity           ⁄  
5. Calculate drag coefficient CD, from equation (2.8); 
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Appendix G-2 Run273 
For Run273,          
            , therefore from equation (2.9), 
            
 ⁄ . 
1. Calculate freestream pressure    from equation (2.10); 
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2. Calculate freestream density    from equation (2.11); 
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3. Calculate freestream temperature    from equation (2.12); 
   
  
  
   
   
 
 
   
   
  
     
     
 
 
   
   
  
   
     
 
 
   
   
      
 
Freestream temperature           
4. Calculate freestream velocity   from equation (2.13); 
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Freestream velocity           ⁄  
5. Calculate drag coefficient CD, from equation (2.8); 
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Appendix G-3 Run274 
For Run274,          
            , therefore from equation (2.9), 
            
 ⁄ . 
1. Calculate freestream pressure    from equation (2.10); 
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2. Calculate freestream density    from equation (2.11); 
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3. Calculate freestream temperature    from equation (2.12); 
   
  
  
   
   
 
 
   
   
  
     
     
 
 
   
   
  
   
     
 
 
   
   
      
 
Freestream temperature           
4. Calculate freestream velocity   from equation (2.13); 
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Freestream velocity           ⁄  
5. Calculate drag coefficient CD, from equation (2.8); 
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Appendix H Image and data synchronisation 
Appendix H-1 Run273 
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Orientation Sensor data log
Image Sequence
51.4026
73 s0 s
Run273
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Appendix H-2 Run274 
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Orientation Sensor data log
Image Sequence
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